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ABSTRACT 
Plants are resilient and beautiful. They can teach us how to live harmoniously with our surrounding 
ecosystem and with nature. Plants have developed strategies that allow them to adapt to the ever-
changing environmental conditions. Unlike buildings, they are dynamic and rely on mutualistic 
relationships with the land and other living beings. This thesis looks at the theory of biomimicry and 
focuses on adaptive architecture, exploring the design principles and analyzing the criticism of both 
approaches in order to learn how we can design a 'living' adaptive dwelling space that creates a dynamic 
architectural ecosystem where the users are 'symbiotic' participants, actively adapting to changing 
environmental conditions using hands-on, low-tech solutions. The proposed adaptive dwelling, located in 
an ecotone region in Eastern Ontario,  lives in harmony with the natural cycles and challenges the current 
ideals of comfort on a natural site.

KEYWORDS 

Plants, Biomimicry, Ecosystem, Adaptation, Resilience, Sustainability, Passive Design, Housing, Ecotone, 
Ontario
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PREFACE
Over the last two years I have used my work opportunities to explore ecosystems unfamiliar to me. My 
first placement was with Northern Front Studios in Whitehorse, Yukon Territory, learning about passive 
buildings to accommodate the extreme environment. As I began to familiarize myself with the place I 
drew many parallels between the native plant adaptations and the methods of passive building.  The 
walls of a passive house in the north remind me of the fur-like fuzz of a Prairie Crocus’ bloom. There 
is an added layer of insulation to the plant protecting it against frigid nights. Sun exposure is key to life 
there as a source of warmth. Aspen trees shed their bark, creating a powder on the tree so that sunlight 
can continue to penetrate the younger growing bark. This careful consideration of sunlight must be 
incorporated into passive construction to maximize sun exposure. Being so far north I began to wonder 
about the south. In a climate drastically different, would these same parallels occur? This is what led 
me to complete my second placement  with DFDG Architects in Phoenix, Arizona. In the desert, I was 
once again able to draw parallels between the native plants and methods of passive architecture. The 
skin of the cactus is like a sponge, holding in the desert’s most valued element: water. This structure 
mirrors the walls of a vernacular house, made from thick clay that holds moisture, cooling the interior. As 
a young architect looking towards a greener future, the unique ways in which plants have adapted to their 
environment can act as the perfect teacher: structurally, functionally and aesthetically. This project seeks 
to learn and utilize the guidance plants have provided for us to expose simple yet effective techniques for 
buildings, allowing for a more passive and intentional future. 

With the help of my thesis professor, Jean-Philippe Saucier, I have been able to develop a theoretical 
framework guiding me to understand and clarify the philosophy of biomimicry. In addition, the help of 
Jason McLennan and his business partner Christine Lintott, who have introduced me to the world of 
biomimicry, has been very valuable. Both pioneers in the field of eco-friendly architecture, I cherished 
every moment they gave me. Their guidance expanded my thinking and their feedback pointed me in the 
right direction, and prevented me from going down a rabbit hole.

IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2020.
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There is a delicate balance of gases that make up the earth's atmosphere. These 
gases allow the sun’s warmth to remain on the planet, creating life.1 As we burn fossil 
fuels to create energy, CO2 is released into the atmosphere, throwing off this balance, 
trapping more heat than is needed.2 The Earth’s warming has major impacts on the 
delicate habitats that exist on the planet.3 Oceans warm, arctic ice melts, sea levels rise, 
extreme events increase, etc.4  It is our responsibility to begin to right the wrong that we 
have created.5 

Buildings use 30% of the world’s energy.6 If we can reduce this energy consumption, 
then we can drastically reduce the amount of fossil fuels that are being burned, and 
we can begin restoring balance to the Earth's system.7 Architects can begin to make 
the shift over to more energy efficient buildings, one structure at a time. In today’s 
modern world, humans spend 90% of their time indoors.8 It becomes the architects’ 
responsibility to connect the users to the environment by creating spaces that foster a 
connection to the site. There is a disconnect between where energy comes and where it 
is used, allowing harmful actions to go unnoticed.9 By connecting the user to the site, an 
understanding is developed by the user about the impact people have on the Earth and 
why it is important to take care of this planet that gives life.10 

Our greatest achievements pale in comparison to the systems nature has created. 
Nature has been evolving for 3.8 billion years. As Arosha Gamage & Ranjith Dayaratne 
say in Learning from Nature: Towards a Research-Based Biomimicry Approach to 
Ecologically Sustainable Design (ESL), nature has developed self -organizing, self-
maintaining, self-adapting and self-correcting living organisms.11 One example is 
Ontario’s wild raspberry. Raspberry plants grow in bunches with thorny stems. This 
protects the plant from unwanted animals chewing on the plant’s branches before it has 
had the chance to flower. Yet, when the fruit is ready to be harvested, the bulbs swell 
up into a clear and easily accessible juicy red fruit allowing them to be picked with ease. 
(Figure 1) Ultimately, this maximizes the spread of the seeds.12 

1 Holly Shaftel, Randal Jackson, Susan Callery, and Daniel Bailey , eds. “Climate Change Evidence: How Do We Know?” 
NASA. NASA, December 16, 2020. https://climate.nasa.gov/evidence/. 
2 “What Is Climate Change?” David Suzuki Foundation, September 21, 2020. https://davidsuzuki.org/what-you-can-do/
what-is-climate-change/?gclid=Cj0KCQiA2af-BRDzARIsAIVQUOcer3pYow2xxpvHhyKa-1QkM0DNJLXq3MytxPNQXp_CWr3-
JZ7mCsYaAvH2EALw_wcB.
3 Holly Shaftel, Randal Jackson, Susan Callery, and Daniel Bailey , eds. “Climate Change Evidence: How Do We Know?” 
NASA. NASA, December 16, 2020. https://climate.nasa.gov/evidence/. 
4 Ibid.
5 Jason F. McLennan, and Bob Berkebile. The Philosophy of Sustainable Design: the Future of Architecture. Kansas City, 
MO: EcoTone, 2004. 
6 U.S Department of Energy. “Quadrennial Technology Review: Technology Assessments of Energy Technologies and 
Research Opportunities.” Chapter 5: Increasing Efficiency of Building Systems and Technologies September, 2015. https://doi.
org/10.2172/1223604.
7 Ibid.
8 Jason F. McLennan, and Bob Berkebile. The Philosophy of Sustainable Design: the Future of Architecture. Kansas City, 
MO: EcoTone, 2004. 57.
9 Ibid. 58. 
10 William Reed. Transformational Thought II: More Radical Ideas to Remake the Built Environment. Portland, OR: Ecotone 
Publishing, 2016.  97.
11 Arosha Gamage, and Ranjith Dayarathne. Learning from Nature: Towards a Research-Based Biomimicry Approach to 
Ecologically Sustainable Design (ESL), 2012. https://doi.org/10.2495/ARC160051. 4.
12 Minnesota Wildflowers. “Rubus Idaeus (Wild Red Raspberry),” 2016. https://www.minnesotawildflowers.info/shrub/
wild-red-raspberry.

Plants have been here long before humans, and will continue to exist after we are gone. 
Over time, plants have established what is and what is not working. We can begin to 
use these systems as blueprints to learn how to make a building that becomes part of 
the surrounding ecosystem. Brett Holverstott calls these adaptation strategies ‘ancient 
blueprints’ in the article What Architects Learn from Nature. He goes on to say that 
plants are encoded on a molecular level to develop into a photosynthesizing, thermal 
regulating, pest-resistant & water-repellent surface.13 We can use these extremely well 
developed ‘ancient blueprints’ to identify strategies that can be applied to architectural 
form allowing for the structure to become part of the site and to adapt to ever-changing 
environmental conditions.

In order to better understand how we can learn from plants, this thesis's theoretical 
framework will firstly investigate biomimicry, focusing on the design principles and 
analyzing the criticism of this approach, often said to be too technologically oriented. 
Traditionally, biomimicry is used to capture the visual or physical aspect of a natural 
specimen.14 Information gathered can aid in a solution that has a negative impact on the 
natural environment, exploiting natural knowledge.15 As will be shown in the criticism of 
biomimicry, the approach shows little consideration to the environmental impacts of the 
technologies develop through biomimetic studies, which is why Silvia Lozeva instead 
recommends a slightly different approach, coined as 'ecomimicry', which will be used in 
this thesis to guide the design.16 

Ecomimicry recognizes that there are overall greater cycles key to the functioning of the 
natural environment. Designers should work in a way that is inherently sustainable from 
an environmental and social point of view.17 Acknowledging and adapting to the cyclical 
process of the site, rather than ignoring or fighting them, in a way that is understood by

13 Brett Holverstott. “What Can Architecture Learn From Nature?” Greenbiz, September 7, 2008. https://www.greenbiz.com/
article/what-can-architecture-learn-nature.
14  A. Marshall, and S. Lozeva. “Questioning the Theory and Practice of Biomimicry.” International Journal of Design & Na-
ture and Ecodynamics 4, no. 1 (2009): 1–10. https://doi.org/10.2495/dne-v4-n1-1-10. 3.
15 Ibid. 4.
16 Ibid. 7. 
17 Ibid 7. 

FIGURE 1: WILD RASPBERRIES, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2020.
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Low-tech strategies will be used allowing the users to become active participants in 
the architectural ecosystem. When a shift in environmental conditions occur on site the 
user becomes aware of the shift through the experience of change; i.e. they feel the 
temperature dropping or see rain clouds rolling in. Participants must understand how 
they can adjust to this change in exterior conditions in order to physically adapt the 
building.

The user, as an active participant in the regulation of interior conditions, is meant 
to challenge current ideals of comfort. Today, comfort is at the flick of a switch, or 
effortlessly monitored by machines and computers.22 Rather, in the adaptive dwelling, 
the level of comfort the user experiences is able to remain constant but requires the 
user to continuously adjust the space. This causes the user to be constantly aware of 
the exterior conditions and their impact on the site. By highlighting the ever-evolving 
natural cycles of the Earth, the user is better connected to the land.23  

The site, which will house the adaptive dwelling project, sits on an ecotone in Eastern 
Ontario, i.e. a threshold where Northern Ontario species meet Southern Ontario 
species. This is a place where ecosystems intersect.24 At the meeting of these two 
ecosystems, where the building meets the natural environment, the human world is 
intertwined with the natural world, allowing for new life to be created. 25

By encouraging the users to know the land, use low-tech solutions and fostering user 
connection to the environment, we should be able to create an architectural eco-system 
where the users are symbiotic participants. By intertwining users with the natural 
cycles of the Earth, quality of life is enhanced and human impact on the environment 
is reduced.26 Through the designed adaptive dwelling space a relationship develops 
between the user, the building, and the environment. The user becomes a steward for 
the land, developing ways to read it, cultivate it and protect it. 

22 Williams, Daniel E. Sustainable Design: Ecology, Architecture and Planning. Hoboken, N.J.: Wiley, 2007. 20.
23 Jason F. McLennan, and Bob Berkebile. The Philosophy of Sustainable Design: the Future of Architecture. Kansas City, 
MO: EcoTone, 2004. 6.
24 Thomas Forsyth McIlwraith. The Land Between: Encounters on the Edge of the Canadian Shield. Markham, ON: Fitzhen-
ry and Whiteside for The Land Between Circle, 2013. 7.
25 Kolasa, Jurek, and Maciej Zalewski. “Notes on Ecotone Attributes and Functions.” Hydrobiologia 303, no. 1-3 (1995): 1–7. 
https://doi.org/10.1007/bf00034039.
26 Williams, Daniel E. Sustainable Design: Ecology, Architecture and Planning. Hoboken, N.J.: Wiley, 2007. 4.

everyone, regardless of educational background. In addition to this design approach the 
26 Life's Principles, created by Dr. Dayna Baumeister, will act as design standards and 
guidelines.18 

The theoretical framework will also look into plant adaption strategies, focusing 
on local plants such as the white oak, deciduous trees or the crocus flower. It will 
also investigate the role and potential of ecosystem strategies, or the mutualistic 
relationships that exist between the living components of the ecosystem, to further 
understand the potential of the principles and how we can learn from them and apply 
these lessons to the architectural ecosystem of the adaptive dwelling working in synergy 
with the users and the site.

After learning about plant's adaptation strategies, this thesis' theoretical framework 
will then look into the field of adaptive architecture to learn how buildings nowadays 
integrate dynamic adaptation strategies. This section will also analyze the criticism of 
this contemporary approach through which architects rely on intelligent skins, often 
utilizing fragile, unresilient and sometimes inneficient, if not harmful, complex high-tech 
systems. We will thus look into how adaptive architecture is used today. Strategies will 
be looked at to understand how buildings can adapt to their surrounding environment. 
A popular adaptive building strategy is the use of intelligent building skins.19 These 
skins react to the surrounding environment, adjusting accordingly to maintain constant 
interior conditions. Changes to the skin reduce the amount of energy required to heat 
and cool the space, reducing the amount of energy the building uses.20 Yet, intelligent 
skin envelopes that rely on technology rather than user interaction further perpetuate 
the divide between the user and their exterior environment.21 Users no longer have a 
developed understanding of what is happening outside of the space. The technology of 
the facade senses exterior changes and adjusts, before the user is aware of the change 
in the environment.23 The user is now existing within their own bubble disconnected 
from exterior events.

This thesis seeks to discover how to design an adaptive dwelling space that 
creates a dynamic architectural ecosystem where the users are 'symbiotic' 
participants. 

The architectural space designed for this thesis will thus be a dwelling unit where users 
will live off the land, as the land provides for the needs of the users, allowing deep 
connection to be formed between the user and the site. Through the harvesting of their 
own building materials, produce, and animal products, the user experiences the natural 
cycles that occur on the site.  As the user's knowledge of the cyclic process of the site 
develops, symbiotic relationships also develop between the environment, the user and 
the building. The final building should breathe, use and evacuate water and energy, 
while fostering synergy with the ecosystem. 

18 Ibid. 7. 
19 Mona Sendi. “The Effect of Technology to Integrate Aesthetic Desire of Contemporary Architecture with Environmental 
Principles in Façade Design*.” International Scientific Journal Architecture and Engineering 2, no. 1 (2014).1.
20 Ibid. 2.
21 Mona Sendi. “The Effect of Technology to Integrate Aesthetic Desire of Contemporary Architecture with Environmental 
Principles in Façade Design*.” International Scientific Journal Architecture and Engineering 2, no. 1 (2014). 2.
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02
LEARNING FROM 
PLANTS
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Plants have been here long before humans, and will continue to exist after we are gone. 
One of the best ways to learn about a place is through understanding the language 
of the plants. These dynamic, resilient and beautiful organisms have lots to say. Their 
strategies adapt to and can teach people about weather, climate, ecosystem, predators, 
and much more. By studying a single plant an understanding of the site is developed. 
Everything in nature is connected. A site's ecosystem as a whole can be studied, for an 
in-depth anylsis of site. 

Ecosystems are defined as "a community of biotic and abiotic components, including 
plants, animals and other organisms, working and living together to form a system 
- are directly influenced by external factors such as climate, topography, soil, etc."1 

2 Consequently, the understanding that everything in nature is connected can help 
designers analyze and learn from strategies used by plants to create dynamic, resilient 
and beautiful buildings that become active components of their environment, of the 
ecosystem.

Designers have been studying nature for a very long time, but this process has 
been formalized more recently (20th century), with the apparition of biomimicry and 
biomimetics.3 In sub-section 02.1 Biomimicry, nature and technology, together, will be 
investigated for design inspiration. There will be a focus on what biomimicry means in 
today's world, exploring the methods in which biomimicry is applied and used in the 21st 
century, as technology has become a prominent part of our everyday life. Principles will 
be identified that lead to biomimetic design that works in harmony with nature, instead of 
a design that exploits and copies nature to further a technological agenda. Developing 
solutions or products that can be harmful to the very species that were studied and 
emulated.

One of the key principle for biomimetic design, of particular interest for this thesis, as 
will be shown in this section, is adaptation. This allows plants to dynamically react to 
ever-changing environmental conditions, such as time of the day, weather, seasons, etc. 
Buildings, unlike plants, are static and deal with environmental conditions to the best 
of their ability, too often relying on active technology to compensate. By studying plant 
adaption in section 02.2 Plants and Adaptation, key strategies used by local trees and 
flowers will be examined. These strategies will then be applied to design dynamic and 
resilient buildings that can better adapt to changing environmental conditions in an eco-
friendly manner.

As explained before, plants rely on other biotic and abiotic components to thrive. These 
mutualistic relationships are not only beneficial to the plant, but also aid in the survival 
of the surrounding organisms and the ecosystem as a whole. Consequently, in section

1 “Ecosystem.” National Geographic Society, October 9, 2012. https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/ecosys-
tem/.
2 “Ecosystem.” Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation, April 12, 2021. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecosystem.
3 “Biomimicry.” You are being redirected..., 2016. https://biomimicry.org/what-is-biomimicry/.

02.3 Ecosystem Synergies, the role and potential of synergistic relationships between 
plants and other organisms, such as insects, will be examined to learn how we can 
reinforce the relationship between the building and the users. Teaching designers how 
to create a less technologically reliant building for passive occupants, but instead on 
solutions that require the input and support of active participants that fully understand 
how their ecosystem functions.
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aerodynamic airplanes. The lotus flower has guided the creation of material finishes 
that are easier to clean, which can save energy or resources, but this can also have 
perverse effects.6 These technologies often require the use of materials and chemicals 
that are harmful to the environment and contribute to the climate crisis.7 Often nature 
achieves its goals using only natural materials that are part of the ecosystem, yet this 
cannot be said of a lot of technologies developed to emulating nature. Many products 
or systems are made from artificial materials such as plastics that are harmful to the 
environment and cannot decompose. It can be easy to get lost in the innovation inspired 
by natural systems, but designers must consider ways in which such strategies can also 
be used to work with nature, to benefit nature, not to use its genius against it.

Studying nature and replicating its solutions is not a new idea. However, the term 
"biomimetics" was only coined in the 1950s by Otto Schmitt, a biophysicist and inventor. 
The term "biomimicry" was coined even more recently in 1997 by Janine Benyus when 
she wrote "Biomimicry: Innovation Inspired by Nature".8 Both these words have the 
same root, as they essentially mean "imitation of the living", mimicking nature through 
careful study of nature's lessons to generate better materials, technologies, systems, 
etc.9 

In sub-sub-section 2.1.1 Imitation of the Living, biomimicry, as it is understood 
today, will be defined and further explained. Sub-sub-section 2.1.2 Criticizing the 
Technological Agenda will examine the criticism of contemporary biomimicry, which 
is sometimes said to focus too much on a technologically-driven agenda, disconnected 
from nature- or environment-friendly objectives. Lastly, in sub-sub-section 2.1.3 
Life's principles of Biomimetic Design, Dayna Baumeister's 26 Life's Principles 
of Biomimetic Design will be looked at in order to learn more about the various 
benchmarks that can be used by designers to develop buildings that are not only 
imitating nature, but that are in fact based on eco-friendly biomimetic solutions. 

6 Etienne Balmer. “Aviation Industry Dons 'Shark Skins' to Save Fuel.” Phys.org. Phys.org, February 17, 2013. https://phys.
org/news/2013-02-aviation-industry-dons-shark-skins.html. 
7 “Air Travel and Climate Change.” David Suzuki Foundation, September 24, 2020. https://davidsuzuki.org/what-you-can-
do/air-travel-climate-change/. 
8 Wyatt Schreiner. “Biomimicry: A History.” eHISTORY, 2018. https://ehistory.osu.edu/exhibitions/biomimicry-a-history. 
9 “What Is Biomimicry? Definition and Examples of Biomimicry.” Youmatter, February 13, 2020. https://youmatter.world/en/
definition/definitions-what-is-biomimicry-definition-examples/. 

02.1 BIOMIMICRY 

FIGURE 5: FLY PAINTING, 
IMAGE BY LEONARDO DA 
VINCI. 1488.

FIGURE 4: BIRD, IMAGE BY 
AUTHOR. 2020.

FIGURE 3: BIRCH BARK 
CANOE, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 
2019.

FIGURE 2: RIB, IMAGE BY 
AUTHOR. 2020.

FIGURE 9: FLORENCE’S 
DUOMO, IMAGE BY AIR 
DOLOMITI. 2015.

FIGURE 8: EGG, IMAGE BY 
AUTHOR. 2020.

FIGURE 7: MILE-HIGH SKY-
SCRAPER, IMAGE BY FRANK 
LLOYD WRIGHT. 1965.

FIGURE 6: TAPROOT, IMAGE 
BY AUTHOR. 2020.

People have long looked to nature for 
inspiration, ideas and solutions. This is 
seen in the ancient teachings of the birch 
bark canoe that is based off the human 
body.1 (Figures 2 & 3) We can also took 
to Leonardo Da Vinci's flying machine 
design mimicking the wings of a bird.2 
(Figures 4 & 5) This emulation of nature is 
not limited to feats of engineering but can 
also be seen in architecture.  Frank Lloyd 
Wright developed the idea of designing tall 
buildings on a deep foundation supporting 
a central pillar, with floors cantilevered 
like branches, similar to the taproot of 
a tree.3 (Figures 6 & 7) Additionally, Filipo 
Brunelleschi looked to the eggshell form 
and stress distribution to design the 
Duomo in Florence, the largest dome in 
the world at the time.4 (Figures 8 & 9)

When examining and learning from natural 
systems designers must err on the side 
of caution. Humans have a history of 
exploiting what is learned from nature 
and implementing these discoveries 
into systems that harm the natural 
environment.5 For example, engineers 
have looked at shark skin to develop more

1 Marcel Labelle. “Birch Bark Canoe Building.” 2019.
2 Leonardo Da Vinci, and Edward McCurdy. The 
Notebooks of Leonardo Da Vinci. 1. Vol. 1. Old Saybrook, CT: 
Konecky &amp; Konecky, 2004.
3 Paul Laseau, and James Tice. Frank Lloyd Wright: 
Between Principles and Form. New York City, NY: John Wiley 
&amp; Sons, 1991. 28.
4 Mark Kozak-Holland, and Chris Procter. "Florence 
Duomo project (1420–1436): Learning best project management 
practice from history." International Journal of Project Manage-
ment 32, no. 2 (2014): 245.
5 A. Marshall, and S. Lozeva. “Questioning the Theory 
and Practice of Biomimicry.” International Journal of Design 
& Nature and Ecodynamics 4, no. 1 (2009): 1–10. https://doi.
org/10.2495/dne-v4-n1-1-10.
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Photovoltaic panels, and the first solar cell capable of converting enough of the sun's 
energy into electrical power, was invented in 1954 by Daryl Chapin, Calvin Fuller and 
Gerald Pearson 20.Inventors turned to the rose butterflies, who absorb sunlight through 
their wings and turn it into heat, discovering a process to convert solar radiation into 
sustainable renewable energy.21 (Figures 10 & 11)

Another great example of biomimicry comes from Michael Pearce who designed the 
Eastgate Building in Zimbabwe. Pearce studied the passive cooling of termite mounds 
to develop a self-cooling building, using natural stack ventilation and thermal mass to 
store heat that rises through chimneys and is released as temperatures drop at night.22 
This helps the building to use 35% less energy than surrounding buildings.23 (Figures 12 & 
13)

20 Mengtian Z. “Biomimicry of Butterfly Wings Applied to Solar Panels – In the News.” GTAC, 2020. https://www.gtac.edu.au/
biomimicry-of-butterfly-wings-applied-to-solar-panels-in-the-news/. 
21 Bob Berkebile, and Jason McLennan. "The living building: biomimicry in architecture, integrating technology with nature." 
BioInspire Magazine 18 (2004).
22 See How Termites Inspired a Building That Can Cool Itself | Decoder. YouTube. YouTube, 2018. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=620omdSZzBs.
23 Ibid.

FIGURE 11: PV PANELS, IMAGE BY STUDENT ENERGY. 
2018.

FIGURE 10: COMMON ROSE BUTTERFLY, IMAGE BY 
CHEONGWEEI GAN. 2018.

FIGURE 12: TERMITE NEST, IMAGE BY VERONICA 
BOGAERTS. 2019. 

FIGURE 13: EASTGATE BUILDING PASSIVE SECTION, 
IMAGE BY MATERIALS LAB. 2015. 

02.1.1 IMITATION OF THE LIVING

Biomimicry applies lessons from nature to create innovative, sustainable technologies. 
‘Biomimicry’ comes from the Greek word bios, meaning life, and mimesis, meaning to 
imitate.10 "Biomimicry is not to be confused with other nature- or life-related concepts, 
such as biophilia (the study of the humans to seek connections with nature and 
other forms of life) or bionics (biologically inspired engineering for the replacement or 
enhancement of organs or other body parts by mechanical versions).11 12 Dr. Dayna 
Baumeister, a specialist of biomimicry defines biomimicry as: “The conscious emulation 
of nature’s genius. It is an interdisciplinary approach that brings together two often 
disconnected worlds: nature and technology, biology and innovation, life and design.”13 
Biomimicry encourages creators to see problems and objectives differently, discovering 
'new' solutions, allowing for products, processes and systems to be created or improved 
upon.14 

Biomimetic designers (“biomimics'') look to understand, learn from, and emulate 
strategies used by live organisms.15 Janine Benyus says the goal of biomimicry is "to 
build a more life-friendly world–one in which human technologies meet the same ‘design 
constraints’ that the rest of life on Earth works within."16 

Biomimicry, when done well, looks past the aesthetic qualities focusing on specific 
functions of an organism.17 Designers must have a clear understanding of the desired 
performance in order to find a natural systems based approach.18 

To help with these approaches designers, scientists, engineers, as well as architects, 
often turn to research based on technology. It is said that biomimicry is the "technology 
transfer from nature to man".19 Biomimicry in architecture has become very innovative; 
it has allowed designers to create projects that were not even considered possible just 
years ago. Knowledge in biomimicry has created new materials, sources of energy, 
water management plans and light optimization, to name a few. 

10 Mwila Isabel Nkandu, and Halil Zafer Alibaba. "Biomimicry as an alternative approach to sustainability." Architecture Re-
search 8, no. 1 (2018): 3.
11 “Biophilia Hypothesis.” Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation, February 14, 2021. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biophilia_hy-
pothesis.
12 “Bionics.” Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation, March 8, 2021. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bionics.
13 Dayna Baumeister, Rose Tocke, Jamie Dwyer, Sherry Ritter, and Janine M. Benyus. Biomimicry: Resource Handbook: a 
Seed Bank of Best Practices. Missoula, MT: Biomimicry 3.8, 2014. 5.
14 “Introduction.” Biomimicry Toolbox, 2020. https://toolbox.biomimicry.org/introduction/. 
15 Ibid.
16 Ibid.
17 “Function and Strategy.” Biomimicry Toolbox, 2020. https://toolbox.biomimicry.org/core-concepts/function-and-strategy/. 
18 Ibid.
19 Vincent Blok, and Bart Gremmen. "Ecological innovation: Biomimicry as a new way of thinking and acting ecologically." 
Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics 29, no. 2 (2016): 205.
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Biomimicry has changed over time, from the observation of general principles found 
in nature (e.g. the form of a bird's wings or the form of an eggshell) to the advanced 
studying of living organisms at the biological or chemical level (e.g. self-repairing tissue 
of the liana), but these new technologies still raise questions about sustainability and 
eco-friendly design. Is it better to develop complex self-healing materials made of toxic 
materials or to use simple natural materials that humans understand very well and 
are thus capable of repairing in a sustainable manner? In the example of the birch 
bark canoe, the users fully understand the canoe, how to use it, how to repair it and 
how to dispose of it, as the technology and the materials are natural and tangible. 
The users harvested materials and built the object, instead of being a consumer, 
disconnected from the technologies and processes that led to the object's fabrication. 
There is a dynamic and direct relationship between the users, the materials and the 
design. Careful consideration is key when it comes to biomimicry that focuses on 
a technologically-driven approach. This fear of a focus highly based in technology 
resonates with Janine Benyus, as she explains: "A bird building a nest never asks only 
'is this energy efficient'? Life-friendly comes first because eggs are going to be brooded 
there."28 In the next sub-sub-section we will further explore the criticism of biomimicry to 
better understand the risks of a technologically-driven agenda to biomimetics.

The mimicry of a living system encompasses a wide variety of approaches from a 
very specific function, such as examining tiny hairs on gecko feet to inspire tape, to 
understating the overall interrelationships, like the ways bees interact to create an 
efficient and organized way of working. According to Benyus there are three primary 
ways in which designers come to the discovery and execution of function. The first 
approach is called, problem based design. This is when a designer is aware of a 
problem and looks to how systems in nature have solved similar problems.29 This 
approach however does not consider how the solution is integrated into the site and 
the overall ecosystem.30 The second approach to biomimicry is the solutions based 
design.31 This is when knowledge of a living system's biology inspires a design. 
Again, designers must be cautious that the application of the system is relevant to the 
design's context.32 Finally, the process based design is where biomimics analyze 
the living system as a whole, understanding how it interacts with its surroundings, 
looking at how the many components work together.33  Each approach allows for the 
successful execution of biomimicry. In the last sub-sub-section 02.1.2 Criticizing the 
Technological Agenda, we will further explore the principles of good, eco-friendly, 
biomimetic design. 

28 Laura Sevier. “Janine Benyus: We Need to Go Way beyond Energy Efficiency in Design.” The Ecologist, June 30, 2010. 
https://theecologist.org/2010/jun/30/janine-benyus-we-need-go-way-beyond-energy-efficiency-design. 
29 Biomimicry Inspired by Nature Guild (2007). Innovation Work Book, Biomimicry Guild.
30 Mwila Isabel Nkandu, and Halil Zafer Alibaba. "Biomimicry as an alternative approach to sustainability." Architecture Re-
search 8, no. 1 (2018): 2.
31 Biomimicry Inspired by Nature Guild (2007). Innovation Work Book, Biomimicry Guild.
32 Mwila Isabel Nkandu, and Halil Zafer Alibaba. "Biomimicry as an alternative approach to sustainability." Architecture Re-
search 8, no. 1 (2018): 2.
33 Biomimicry Inspired by Nature Guild (2007). Innovation Work Book, Biomimicry Guild.

Cutting edge research is also done to develop innovative new materials, such as the 
self-repair foam coating called Tensairity, developed by Olga Speck and her team at 
the University of Freiburg Plant Biometrics Group.24 The team was able to develop 
this self-repairing material by studying the liana, commonly referred to as Dutchman's 
Vine. (Figure 14) The material is able to form quick seals when damaged and gradually 
repairing the underlying tissue. This is mainly used for inflatable lightweight structures 
such as rubber boats, but could eventually lead to a wide range of applications in 
engineering and even architecture.25 (Figure 15)

Biomimicry can also lead to technologies that could reinvent the way we build. Neri 
Oxman has developed a robotic arm, inspired by the way a spider would spin its web, 
creating layers one strand at a time and continuously building upon each layer.26 (Figures 
16 & 17) With this process, the building or object is not an assembly of components done 
in various stages, it is an object that grew on itself in an almost organic manner.27 

24 Juliette Irmer. Plants as models for self-repairing materials, November 16, 2016. https://www.biooekonomie-bw.de/en/arti-
cles/news/plants-as-models-for-self-repairing-materials. 
25 Markus Rampf, Olga Speck, Thomas Speck, and Rolf H. Luchsinger. "Self-repairing membranes for inflatable structures 
inspired by a rapid wound sealing process of climbing plants." Journal of Bionic Engineering 8, no. 3 (2011): 242.
26 Steven J. Keating, Julian C. Leland, Levi Cai, and Neri Oxman. "Toward site-specific and self-sufficient robotic fabrication 
on architectural scales." Science Robotics 2, no. 5 (2017). 4.
27 Ibid. 2. 

FIGURE 14: DUTCHMAN'S VINE, IMAGE BY MARY ELLEN 
ELLIS. 2018. 

FIGURE 15: SELF-REPAIRING MATERIAL, IMAGE BY 
SANDRA S LUCAS. 2016. 

FIGURE 16: SPIDER WEB, IMAGE BY FROM THE ART 
ROOM. 2011. 

FIGURE 17: CONSRUCTION ARM, IMAGE BY STEVEN 
KEATING. 2019. 
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02.1.2 CRITICIZING THE TECHNOLOGICAL AGENDA 

Today the public news often associates biomimicry with articles like: This New Jet 
Concept Flaps Its Wings Like a Bird to Fly More Efficiently, Biomimicry: Powering the 
World with Lessons from Nature, Can Biomimicry Save The Planet? This Exhibition 
Shows The Green Side Of Tech—And Exposes The Greenwashing, etc. Embedded in 
these articles is the idea of efficiency, products which have been deemed good if they 
are efficient. In the Ecologist article Biomimicry: Technology Inspired by Nature the 
author, Alexandra Berger, refers to the process of biomimicry by saying "now scientists 
are looking at ways to improve this renewable energy to ensure it is being used as 
efficiently as possible."34 Here we see an emphasis on the idea of maximising efficiency 
of a nature-based technology. The solar panel has improved it’s efficiency by 168% over 
the past seven years, yet there is still a push for it to be more efficient.35   

As Michael Pawlyn says in Biomimicry in Architecture,"Biological organisms can be 
seen as embodying technologies that are equivalent to those invented by humans, and 
in many cases have solved the same problem with a far greater economy of means."36 
Today biomimicry is very much based in technology. There is a visual analysis of the 
natural system, the gathering of scientific reasoning for visual properties (form, shape, 
line texture, color etc.) and an analysis on the micro & macro level to understand how 
findings can fulfill a set of functions.37 For example, NASA looked at the chameleon’s 
tongue’s ability to curl up and spring out, to provide guidance for their Orion 
spacecraft.38 (Figures 18 & 19)  

34 Alexandra Berger. “Biomimicry: Technology Inspired by Nature.” The Ecologist, March 12, 2019. https://theecologist.
org/2019/mar/12/biomimicry-technology-inspired-nature. 
35 Ibid. 
36 Michael Pawlyn. Biomimicry in Architecture. London: RIBA Publishing, 2020. 1. 
37 Yael Helfman Cohen, and Yoram Reich. “Biomimetic Design Method for Innovation and Sustainability,” January 2017. 
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-33997-9.
38 Alexis Debray. “Manipulators Inspired by the Tongue of the Chameleon.” Bioinspiration & Biomimetics 6, no. 2 (2011): 
026002. https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-3182/6/2/026002.

FIGURE 19: ORION CAPSULE UNDERGOING TESTING, 
IMAGE BY NASA.2014.

FIGURE 18: CHAMELEON, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2020. 

Biomimicry has become marketable, which reduces the value of life and increases 
the value of technology and efficiency.39 Silvia Lozeva says "What this suggests is 
that biomimicry could indeed be a profitable way to render nature’s secrets available 
for human use, but it is a tool with as much capacity for environmental harm as for 
eco-friendliness."40 When there is a focus on the technical application of biomimicry, 
often there is a lack of natural elements incorporated into the design. Take Velcro for 
example, the design is based off the sticking of burrs to clothing.41 (Figures 20 & 21)Yet, 
the final product does not necessarily connect the users to nature, or even help the 
environment. One could even say that is harmful to the environment as Velcro is made 
of nylon, a thermoplastic made from petroleum, or polyester, a synthetic textile also 
made of plastic.

Innovators focus on the way humans can benefit from biomimicry, often in terms of 
efficiency, showing little respect for the natural phenomena from which their ideas are 
drawn. As Silvia Lozeva says in Questioning the Theory and Practice of Biomimicry 
“Bionomics are playing homage to the ingenuity of nature, admitting that nature has 
solved some generic physical problems better than human designers have.”42 We must 
ask ourselves, are we using imitation through biomimicry as a form of flattery? Or are 
we “stealing ideas from nature in a manner that borders on biopiracy.”43 Nature not as a 
subject to study but lifeforms worthy of interaction, respect and care.

39 A. Marshall, and S. Lozeva. “Questioning the Theory and Practice of Biomimicry.” International Journal of Design & Nature 
and Ecodynamics 4, no. 1 (2009): 1–10. https://doi.org/10.2495/dne-v4-n1-1-10. 3.
40 Ibid. 3.
41 Ibid. 2.
42 Maria Popova. “From Nature to NASA: The Fascinating Story of Velcro, a Pioneering Masterpiece of Biomimicry.” Brain 
Pickings, May 13, 2018. https://www.brainpickings.org/2011/05/13/happy-birthday-velcro/.
43 A. Marshall, and S. Lozeva. “Questioning the Theory and Practice of Biomimicry.” International Journal of Design & Nature 
and Ecodynamics 4, no. 1 (2009): 1–10. https://doi.org/10.2495/dne-v4-n1-1-10. 4.

FIGURE 21: SEW ON VELCRO, IMAGE BY FASTENERS. 
2015.

FIGURE 20: BURR, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2020.  
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In 2010, Boston commissioned Influx_Studio to create public architectural inventions 
called TREEPODs. A TREEPOD is an artificial urban tree that absorb CO² and releases 
Oxygen.44 (Figure 23) Designers, engineers and innovators have created a technology 
that functions in the same way as a tree. (Figure 22) Here we see the importance of 
energy efficiency over life. Rather than planting a tree, which would provide nutrients to 
the soil fostering new growth, as well as food and habitats to surrounding organisms, 
designers have created an artificial tree that is extremely energy efficient but does not 
foster the conditions for life. Moreover, this fake tree requires the extraction of materials 
(high embodied energy) and has a negative impact on the environment, and so its 
benefits do not even come close to those of the simple planting of a real tree.

The National Swimming Center in Beijing was constructed in 2007, designed by Chris 
Bosse and Rob Leslie-Carter. (Figure 24) The structure was based on the formation of 
soap bubbles.45 (Figure 25) Praised for its structural efficiency, reducing time and cost of 
production, the building is also energy efficient in terms of solar power and collection 
of rainfall.46 47 Although efficient in terms of energy and process, the building does not 
foster conditions for life. Silvia Lozeva says; " In practice, though, biomimicry (as put 
into action by projects like biomimetic fibres, bionic cars, interplanetary spacecraft, 
new military hardware etc.) does not value nature intrinsically but instrumentally as 
a resource (in particular as a supplier of useful information)."48 Technologies used 
are complex and unnatural, often not understood by the average user. The user is 
disconnected from the environment, and the cycles of life. 

44 “BOSTON TREEPODS 2011.” SHIFTboston, 2010. http://www.shiftboston.org/competitions/2011_treepods.php. 
45 “Beijing National Aquatics Center (Beijing, 2007).” Structurae. Structurae, 2008. https://structurae.net/en/structures/bei-
jing-national-aquatics-center. 
46 “Overseas Project of the Year 2008.” APM Project Management Awards  Winner's Case Study. The Project Group, 2008. 
http://docshare04.docshare.tips/files/5024/50244554.pdf. 
47 Ibid.
48 A. Marshall, and S. Lozeva. “Questioning the Theory and Practice of Biomimicry.” International Journal of Design & Nature 
and Ecodynamics 4, no. 1 (2009): 1–10. https://doi.org/10.2495/dne-v4-n1-1-10. 4.

FIGURE 22: TREE, IMAGE BY BRAIN GREEN. 2007. FIGURE 23: TREEPODS, IMAGE BY SEBASTIAN JORDANA. 
2011.

In Representation of Vernacular Architecture and Lessons for Sustainable and 
Culturally Responsive Environment by B. A. Kazimee, the author says “the ecological 
or cyclical approach, which is inclusive and permeates all human and environmental 
relationships, compared to our modern development paradigm that fosters linear logic 
(cartesian thinking), which can help us to progress through science and technology, 
but not in holistic and sustainable way.”49 Vernacular strategies were centered around 
the building specifically focused on the conditions of the site.50 What is needed is to 
once again focus on respecting regional differences and environmental life, while 
utilizing appropriate technology that provides users with the comfort, service and 
security that is now expected.51 Kazimee invites designers to rely more on low-tech, 
yet efficient, strategies of the past, inspired by vernacular architecture, to design for an 
environmentally-friendly future.52 

In her criticism of biomimicry, Silvia Lozeza suggests a new approach, saying that "if 
biomimicry can learn from various ecocentric traditions (...) then it can be transformed 
into a more manifestly environmental practice. We can deem this alternative approach 
'ecomimicry', the mimicking of nature for eco-friendly design." 53 Ecomimicry considers 
the way in which the surrounding ecosystem is functioning, mimicking and highlighting 
the natural cycles of the site.54 The designer must be acutely aware of how the 
architectural form will alter the site to minimize potential disruption. Ecomimicry is 
described as: 

49 B.A. Kazimee. “Representation of Vernacular Architecture and Lessons for Sustainable and Culturally Responsive 
Environment.” International Journal of Design & Nature and Ecodynamics 4, no. 4 (2010): 337–50. https://doi.org/10.2495/dne-
v4-n4-337-350. 349.
50 Robert Brown, and Daniel Maudlin. "Concepts of vernacular architecture." The SAGE Handbook of Architectural Theory 
(2012): 340-368. 340.
51 Bob Berkebile, and Jason McLennan. "The living building: biomimicry in architecture, integrating technology with nature." 
BioInspire Magazine 18 (2004). 2
52 B.A. Kazimee. “Representation of Vernacular Architecture and Lessons for Sustainable and Culturally Responsive 
Environment.” International Journal of Design & Nature and Ecodynamics 4, no. 4 (2010): 337–50. https://doi.org/10.2495/dne-
v4-n4-337-350. 349.
53 A. Marshall, and S. Lozeva. “Questioning the Theory and Practice of Biomimicry.” International Journal of Design & Nature 
and Ecodynamics 4, no. 1 (2009): 1–10. https://doi.org/10.2495/dne-v4-n1-1-10. 4.
54 Ibid. 9.

FIGURE 24: FOAM BUBBLES, IMAGE BY LUMEN. FIGURE 25: NATIONAL SWIMMING CENTER, IMAGE BY BEN 
McMILLAN. 2008. 
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"The introduction of the label ecomimicry is not intended 
as a launch of a grand new philosophy and practice of 
technology, it merely acts as a categorisation system 
that delineates between practices of mimicking nature 
that are not particularly socially and environmentally 
responsible (biomimicry) and practices of mimicking nature 
that aim to be environmentally sensitive and socially just 
(ecomimicry)."55

Lozeva proposes a number of objectives for this approach, such as making sure that the 
building is inherently sustainable from an environmental and social point of view, that we 
encourage decentralisation and localism, and that the building can be understood by all, 
not just the experts." This offers a great framework for this thesis' project, which aims to 
be sustainable, local and avoid complex technological active solutions to generate an 
architecture that adapts to changing environmental conditions.

To help guide the design process and ensure that the design encourages life rather 
than simply efficiency, the next sub-sub-section 0.2.3 Life's Principles of Biomimetic 
Design will further explore biomimetic principles that can create additional good 
benchmarks for this thesis' project.

55 Ibid. 7.

02.1.3 LIFE’S PRINCIPLES OF BIOMIMETIC DESIGN

To stray away from the technological approach to biomimicry, Dr. Dayna Baumeister's 
26 Life's Principles of Biomimetic Design will be used as guidelines. These Life 
Principles are to be used by designers to ensure the design is sustainable and not 
merely copying a specific natural solution to develop technologies that are not eco-
friendly and disconnected from their ecosystem.56 (Figure 26) The Life’s Principles 
are design lessons from nature, recognizing that life on earth is interconnected and 
interdependent. 57 The Life’s Principles represent these overarching patterns found 
amongst the species surviving and thriving on earth.58 By learning from these design 
lessons, we can model innovative strategies, measure our designs against these 
sustainable benchmarks, and allow ourselves to be mentored by nature.59

56 Dayna Baumeister, Rose Tocke, Jamie Dwyer, Sherry Ritter, and Janine M. Benyus. Biomimicry: Resource Handbook: a 
Seed Bank of Best Practices. Missoula, MT: Biomimicry 3.8, 2014. 5.
57 Ibid. 5.
58 Ibid. 6.
59 Ibid. 6.

FIGURE 26: 26 LIFE’S PRINCIPLES, IMAGE BY DAYNA BAUMEISTER. 2015.
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When looking at the Life's Principles, a number of them seem particularly relevant for 
the design of a sustainable dwelling, such as "use low-energy processes", "fit form to 
function", "replicate strategies that work", "use readily available materials and energy", 
to name a few. One of them seems particularly relevant for this thesis: "adapt to 
changing conditions." (Figure 27) Adaptation is a key trait of plants that buildings could 
learn from to increase resilience, sustainability and their relationship to the site, as 
buildings are inherently static and not prone to dynamic adaptation strategies.

Based on the study of the Life's Principles, with a focus on "adapt to changing 
conditions", three sub-questions were generated to organize design priorities and select 
strategies to respond to the main thesis question: how to design a 'living' adaptive 
dwelling space that creates a dynamic architectural ecosystem where the users 
are 'symbiotic' participants?  This strategy will allow for benchmarks to create a 
space that fosters the conditions for life. Each sub-question will be answered through 
the integration of multiple architectural strategies that holistically contribute to the larger 
design. Here are the three sub-questions:

FIGURE 27: ADAPT TO CHANGING CONDITIONS, IMAGE BY DAYNA BAUMEISTER. 2015.

1. How can the building and the users adapt to the ever-
changing ecosystem, increasing resilience? 

2. How can the building be self-sufficient and function 
in synergy with the ecosystem and the users? 

3. How can the building, like a living organism, 
sustain life, preserve habitats and contribute to the 
regeneration of the ecosystem? 

Design strategies are limitless, but carefully studying the Life's Principles can help 
identify the best solutions. For example, the cultivation of cooperative relationships can 
be done through the creation of green roofs for organisms to live, or while cleaning 
rainwater before it is used or returned to the ecosystem. Using readily available 
materials and energy highlights the importance of harvesting local materials to build the 
dwelling, but also of harvesting water and renewable energy instead of relying on public 
infrastructure, which means the building should be self-sufficient, working off the grid. 
Replicate strategies that work emphasizes the importance of using vernacular low-tech 
solutions instead of relying on complex active systems. All of this is in harmony with the 
principles found in the previous parts of this section and provides a very clear roadmap 
for the design of the 'living' adaptive dwelling that creates a dynamic architectural 
ecosystem.

To further identify the strategies that will be used in this thesis' building project, the next 
sub-section 02.2 Plants and Adaptation will investigate native Ontario plant adaptation 
strategies, while the last sub-section will focus on the role and potential of synergistic 
relationships between plants and other organisms such as insects in order to learn 
about how we can reinforce the relationship between the building and the users.
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02.2 PLANTS AND ADAPTATION 

As Buckminster Fuller once said, "we do not seek to imitate nature, but rather to find 
the principles she uses." 60 In this sub-section, we will be studying some Ontario native 
plants, focusing on trees and flowers, in the hopes of further determining the best 
possible architectural strategies to design a 'living' adaptive dwelling, responding to 
ever-changing environmental conditions, such as time of the day, weather, and seasons. 
The goal is not to directly copy nature, but to develop a dynamic architecture that is 
inspired by the principles of plant adaptations. 

Studying Ontario native plants, more specifically those from the ecotone region where 
the Canadian Shield meets the St.Lawrence Lowlands in eastern Ontario, where this 
thesis' project will be located, will help to understand the place before diving in the 
design process. Indeed, there is no better way to understand a place than to examine 
and speak to its oldest residents, which are none other than the native plants in the 
natural environment. The examination of the plants' adaptation strategies will provide an 
in-depth understanding of how the biotic components are influenced by external factors 
and how to thrive under these environmental conditions. These lessons can then be 
applied to a structure as the relationship between the building and the site is going to 
be an integral part of the ecosystem. There is value in comparing buildings to plants, as 
is highlighted by Marlen Lopez in 'Active Materials for Adaptive Architectural Envelopes 
Based on Plant Adaptation Principles'. Plants, like buildings, are anchored to a place 
and must therefore effectively respond to ever-changing environmental conditions. To 
this effect, Marlen Lopez, a professor in Engineering and researcher of botany and 
architectural engineering explains that: 

“Plants, like buildings, lack movement and remain subject 
to a specific location [...] plants, unlike buildings, have 
adapted to the environment, through processes of evolution 
over millions of years. These adaptations develop over 
time and generations as a response to the ever-changing 
environment” 61 

Through the development of adaptation strategies plants are able to find ways to thrive. 
By studying and applying local plant adaptation strategies to architecture we can create 
a space centered around 'place', highly resilient, eco-friendly and sustainable. Indeed, 

60 Bob Berkebile, and Jason McLennan. "The living building: biomimicry in architecture, integrating technology with nature." 
BioInspire Magazine 18 (2004). 2
61 Marlén López, Ramón Rubio, Santiago Martín, Ben Croxford, and Richard Jackson. “Active Materials for Adaptive Archi-
tectural Envelopes Based on Plant Adaptation Principles.” Journal of Facade Design and Engineering 3, no. 1 (2015): 27–38. https://
doi.org/10.3233/fde-150026. 29.

by developing a building's capacity to adapt to changing environmental cycles, in 
synergy with the surrounding environment, it will rely more on passive  strategies and 
less on an energy intensive active technological systems to provide comfortable interior 
conditions to occupants. 

The White Oak, for example, has the ability to moderate acorn production depending on 
the amount of surrounding oaks. It grows a thick layer of cork to protect itself from fires, 
can lose its leaves when nutrients are scarce and can even take on the characteristics 
of surrounding oak species to better adapt.62 (Figure 28) Like the white oak, architecture 
must continuously change in response to external stimuli. Adaptation strategies found 
in plants can anticipate exterior environmental variations. For a building that will be 
self-sufficient, disconnected from the grid, it is worth exploring how the dwelling could 
provide enough nutrients to its occupants throughout all four seasons, with interior food 
production spaces for the cold months (e.g. greenspace, animal barn), that could unfold, 
or retract, during the summer months as exterior spaces (e.g. garden, pasture) can be 
'freely' utilized. The interior spaces could be utilized for other uses to adapt to changing 
programmatic needs.

Another well-known and celebrated local plant adaptation strategy is the leaves 
changing colour and then falling off native trees, during the autumn and winter, referred 
to as leaf abscission.63 In eastern Ontario, this occurs in deciduous trees such as 
birch trees, elm trees, maple trees, and so many more.64 (Figure 29) This action is one 
of beauty, marking the change of seasons, one of the most comforting cycles of the 
earth.65 This falling of the leaves allows the tree to preserve nutrients and energy for the 
upcoming season.66  Energy is then not spent on protecting leaves that are easily 

62 “Quercus Alba.” Index of Species Information. U.S. Forest Service. Accessed December 20, 2020. https://www.fs.fed.us/
database/feis/plants/tree/quealb/all.html.
63 Fredrick T. Addicott. "The Anatomy of Leaf Abscission and Experimental Defoliation in Guayule." American Journal of 
Botany 32, no. 5 (1945): 250-56. Accessed May 6, 2021. doi:10.2307/2437317.250.
64 Mitchell, Alan. W H Smith Publishers, Inc. . New York City, NY: Gallery Books, 1990. 27. 46. 84.  
65 Allison Fox, and Kathryn Lively. Don’t Apologize For Your Obsession With Fall. It’s Science. Other, 2016.
66 Robert Krulwich, and Peter Raven. Why Leaves Really Fall Off Trees. Other. Accessed 2009. https://www.npr.org/tran-
scripts/114288700. 

FIGURE 28: WHITE OAK, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2020.
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damaged in the cold weather and pose a threat to the tree's structural integrity due to 
snow loads.67 Allowing the leaves to drop and decompose also generates nutrients for 
the soil.68 This strategy to preserve energy through the shedding of components and 
transformation of form can be translated into architecture through the use of nested 
components. Architectural elements that expand and contract adjusting to the exterior 
conditions could help guarantee comfortable interior conditions with minimal energy 
usage during all four seasons, for example by closing building wings and reducing the 
heated building area during the winter to better conserve heat, or opening up building 
sections to facilitate natural ventilation in summer.69 Moreover, a building that changes 
colour could increase its absorptance (darker colour) or its reflectance (lighter colour) to 
harness more solar radiation in winter or reduce solar heat gains in summer.

Another great example of a plant adaptation is the ability of flowers, such as the 
crocus, that open and close depending on temperature.70 (Figure 30) The crocus is 
found throughout Ontario as one of the first flowers to appear in the early spring.71 
During this chilly weather the flower is able to open and close as temperatures rise 
and drop, repeating the action daily.72 This helps the flower to protect the center pistil 
from temperature changes or unwanted night pollinators.73 By applying this adaptation 
strategy to architecture, called thermonasty, we, to architecture, we can start to envision

67 Ibid.
68 Deborah L. Martin, and Grace Gershuny, eds. The Rodale book of composting: easy methods for every gardener. Rodale, 
1992. 10.
69 Eleanor Gibson. “Sliding Walls Move to Create Various Layouts inside Garden House by Caspar Schools.” Dezeen, 
October 18, 2017. https://www.dezeen.com/2016/10/18/video-garden-house-caspar-schols-eindhoven-netherlands-wooden-pavil-
ion-shed-movie/.
70 W. M. L. Wood. "Thermonasty in Tulip and Crocus Flowers." Journal of Experimental Botany 4, no. 10 (1953): 65-77. 
Accessed April 26, 2021. http://www.jstor.org/stable/23686164. 2.
71 Ibid.
72 Ibid.
73 Ibid.

FIGURE 29: TIME-LAPSE OF LEAVES CHANGING COLOR, IMAGE BY YINYING XIE. 2015

a building facadethat is able to open and close when beneficial. A dynamic facade could 
cover glazed openings at night, in winter, to conserve heat inside, or during the day 
in summer,to reduce solar heat gains and conserve the 'cool air' inside, protecting the 
interior environment just like a condensed crocus.

Plants are, as shown in this sub-section, very dynamic as they can change colour, grow 
or shed components, etc., to adapt to their ever-changing environment and we can learn 
from these great principles to try and apply them to architecture in search of a more 
resilient and eco-friendly design. Additionally, we can also learn from the mutualistic 
relationships between these various plants, and other biotic components, to further 
define the strategies for this thesis' project, which will be addressed in the following sub-
section 02.3 Ecosystem Synergies.

FIGURE 30: CROCUS VERNUS FLOWER TIME LAPSE, IMAGE BY NEIL BROMHALL. 2014.
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Nature utilizes synergies between plants and insects or animals so that multiple 
organisms, within one ecosystem, can produce a greater result than each would 
achieve individually.77 The pollen on the insect is brought to surrounding flowers 
facilitating the continuation of that flower species.78 Through this active interaction a 
symbiotic relationship is formed, the insect receives nectar and the flower is pollinated.79 
(Figure 32) 

77 Jane Memmott, Nickolas M. Waser, and Mary V. Price. "Tolerance of pollination networks to species extinctions." Proceed-
ings of the Royal Society of London. Series B: Biological Sciences 271, no. 1557 (2004): 2605.
78 Ibid. 2605.
79 Ibid. 2605.

02.3 ECOSYSTEM SYNERGIES

In the previous sub-section, we have identified a number of promising strategies to 
better understand how to design dynamic and resilient buildings that can better adapt 
to changing environmental conditions in an eco-friendly manner. Additionally, it is also 
critical to learn how these strategies work for the plant as well as play a larger role 
in the overall ecosystem, and how plants rely on other biotic ecosystem components 
to thrive, as plants cannot survive alone, without the mutualistic relationships with 
other ecosystem components. To abide by Silvia Lozeva's ecomimicry approach, it is 
indeed crucial to make sure that the design considers the way in which the surrounding 
ecosystem is functioning. 

Plants are, as shown in this section, very dynamic as they can change colour, grow, 
and shed components, etc... to adapt to their ever-changing environment. Designers 
can learn from these great principles, applying them to architecture in search of a more 
resilient and eco-friendly design. Additionally, the mutualistic relationships between 
these various plants and other biotic components can be examined to further define 
the strategies for this thesis' project, which will be aaddressed in section 04 Ecotone 
Adaptive Dwelling. As plant strategies are examined it is discovered that this blueprint 
not only exists to protect the plant but also exists to benefit surrounding organisms.74 
Similar to a plant, the space will work in synergy with the surrounding ecosystem, rather 
than fighting the natural cyclical processes. There will then be an understanding of how 
these strategies, utilized by trees and flowers, can then be applied to an architectural 
form.

Synergy comes from the greek, meaning 'work together'.75 All organisms on site hold 
a mutualistic relationship with all other organisms on site. As Nancy Moran says in 
Symbiosis as an Adaptive Process and Source of Phenotypic Complexity "one species 
can profit through associations with another species and that this benefit can be mutual; 
that is, providing a benefit to another species need not entail a cost."76 For example, 
as illustrated in Figure 31, the leaves that fell off a deciduous tree will decompose 
and create nutrients in the soil, helping flowers to grow, which will then rely on insect 
pollinators, such as butterflies who will fertilise the flowers as they drink the nectar, 
eventually relying on the shelter provided by trees to lay eggs, generating a caterpillar 
that will hatch and eat the leaves, and so on... (Figure 31)

74 Nancy A. Moran. "Symbiosis as an adaptive process and source of phenotypic complexity." Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences 104, no. suppl 1 (2007): 8627-8633. 2.
75 Mark L. Latash. Synergy. Oxford: Oxford University, 2008.
76 Nancy A. Moran. "Symbiosis as an adaptive process and source of phenotypic complexity." Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences 104, no. suppl 1 (2007): 8627-8633. 2.

FIGURE 31: SYNERGIES, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2020.

FIGURE 32: FLOWERS, IMAGE BY MAXIMA. 2018.
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Ecomimicry acknowledges the connections and cycles occurring on site, that foster 
life.80 Designers can highlight these cycles to create a space that reveals the site's 
behaviors and patterns. When people understand how nature works they are motivated 
to care for the environment.81 

As Caroline Mackay and Michael Schmitt say in Do People Who Feel Connected to 
Nature do More to Protect it? A Meta-Analysis: "Nature connection is conceptualized [...] 
as a sense of oneness with the natural world, where oneness involves the inclusion
of nature in one’s sense of self".82 The revealing of site functions allows the user 
to become an active member in the natural cycles of the site; fostering symbiotic 
relationships with their surroundings. The land provides for the user and the user tends 
to the land. Creating a building that acts in synergy with various organisms provides 
architects with the opportunity to develop a more resilient and eco-friendly design.83

Synergy is central to how nature works.84 It thus raises an interesting question on 
how to create a synergistic relationship between the building and the users, providing 
shelter, but also relying on the users to function efficiently. Understanding the cyclical 
relationships that exist on site is key to resolving the second sub-question; how can 
the building be self-sufficient and function in synergy with the ecosystem and the 
users?

In order to better answer this question, the next section will investigate adaptive 
architecture and will focus, among other things, on building and user synergy (in sub-
section 3.3 Building and User Synergy), in the hope of better understanding how 
this thesis' project can find inspiration in the mutualistic relationship between plants 
and insects to develop a very strong relationship between the dwelling and its active 
occupants. Causing users to becomes 'symbiotic' participants.

80 A. Marshall, and S. Lozeva. “Questioning the Theory and Practice of Biomimicry.” International Journal of Design & Nature 
and Ecodynamics 4, no. 1 (2009): 1–10. https://doi.org/10.2495/dne-v4-n1-1-10. 8.
81 Caroline ML Mackay, and Michael T. Schmitt. "Do people who feel connected to nature do more to protect it? A meta-anal-
ysis." Journal of Environmental Psychology 65 (2019): 101323. 31.
82 Ibid. 30
83 Jason F. McLennan. The philosophy of sustainable design: The future of architecture. Ecotone publishing, 2004. 52.
84 Peter Corning. Nature's magic: Synergy in evolution and the fate of humankind. Cambridge University Press, 2003. 17.
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To create a building that adapts to the ever-changing environmental conditions, 
inspired by the dynamic actions of plants, vernacular architecture of the past and 
the contemporary field of adaptive architecture is looked to for guidance. Vernacular 
architecture addresses human needs in a simple, effective and sustainable manner. Yet, 
these structures are dynamic, as vernacular buildings could be easily modified, were 
constantly evolving and, if needed, picked up and moved.1 However, throughout history, 
buildings have become static, with materials and functions that are rigid; constrained 
by more complex systems, programs, construction standards, etc.2 In recent years 
there has been a push for architects and designers to once again explore ways in 
which structures can be created to be dynamic, using building strategies that can move. 
Adaptive architecture can thus take many forms, from low-tech to high-tech strategies, 
both promising to offer a physical response to environmental conditions and user 
activity, increasing resilience, comfort, well-being, and energy efficiency, for a more eco-
friendly design.

Sub-section 03.1 Buildings and Adaption, will define adaptive architecture and 
examine various building adaptation strategies, which can materialize through the 
building envelope, building systems, layout and spatial division, etc.

As explained earlier, many architects and engineers are exploring innovative high-tech 
solutions, such as dynamic intelligent skins, to develop exciting and supposedly highly 
energy-efficient architecture, yet there is criticism about the limitations of this 'gadget 
architecture'. Consequently, sub-section 03.2 Criticizing Intelligent Skins will address 
these limitations to better understand where high-tech adaptive solutions stand in 
comparison to low-tech solutions. 

Additionally, one key factor to consider when talking about adaptive architecture is the 
relationship between the user and the dynamic components. Indeed, as we'll see in sub-
section 03.3 Building and User Synergy, the level of control by the user can have a 
huge impact on energy-efficiency and on comfort and well-being, which is another major 
issue when comparing high-tech adaptive solutions to low-tech solutions.

Finally, in sub-section 03.4 Case Studies, inspiring case studies of adaptive 
architecture will be presented. The findings of this section consist of strategies that 
are deemed desirable for the Ecotone Adaptive Dwelling project. Moreover, the case 
studies and strategies have also been selected for their capacity to relate back to 
plant adaptation strategies, as presented in section 02 Learning from Plants, such as 
thermonastic flowers, leaf abscission, etc..

1 E. Sarah. "Vernacular Architecture and the 21st Century." URL: http://www. archdaily. com (2011). 2.
2 Ibid. 2. 

03.1 BUILDINGS AND ADAPTATION

Defined by Holger Schnädelbach in Adaptive Architecture - A Conceptual Framework, 
adaptive architecture "is a multi-disciplinary field concerned with buildings that are 
designed to adapt to the environments [and] their inhabitants.” 1 Adaptive architecture is 
a very active term, the building is continuously altering its state, adjusting to the exterior 
conditions, for example through shutters that can allow a building to adapt to the 
presence of the sun, continuously opening and closing.2

The definition of adaptive architecture shares similarities with the definition of vernacular 
architecture. Vernacular architecture can be defined as a type of local construction 
using traditional and local resources, relating closely to it's context and environment, 
accommodating a specific culture.3 As explained by the architects from Grupo BANGA, 
vernacular architecture respects and adapts to the physical and technological 
limitations of it context. It becomes a genuine result of it's environment, people and 
history.4 As vernacular architecture becomes a product of it's context, it does not 
necessarily embody adaptive architecture as a whole, which aims to create buildings 
that are flexible and dynamic to any need, rather than fixed and stationary.5 However, 
many vernacular buildings use adaptive architecture strategies, such as shutters (Figure 
33), removable porches, summer kitchens (Figure 34), or even buildings that can be 
unfolded and moved such as tipis or wigwams. (Figure 35)

Contemporary adaptive architecture turns towards technological systems, which allow 
buildings to literally transform, accommodating a range of uses, responding to the 
changing needs of the user easily and rapidly, for example adjusting a thermostat to

1 Holger Schnädelbach "Adaptive architecture–a conceptual framework." proceedings of Geelhaar, J., Eckardt, F., Rudolf, 
B., Zierold, S, & Markert, M.(Eds.), MediaCity: Interaction of Architecture, Media and Social Phenomena, Weimar, Germany (2010): 
523.
2 “Adaptive.” Merriam-Webster. Merriam-Webster, 2020. https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/adaptive. 
3 Camilla Ghisleni. “What Is Vernacular Architecture?” ArchDaily. ArchDaily, November 25, 2020. https://www.archdaily.
com/951667/what-is-vernacular-architecture. 
4 Ibid.
5 Schmidt, Robert, and Simon Austin. Adaptable Architecture: Theory and Practice. London: Routledge, 2016. 4.

FIGURE 35: CHIPPEWA BIRCH BARK 
WIGWAMS, IMAGE BY UNKNOWN. 
1879.

FIGURE 34: MAISON BROSSARD. 
VUE D'ANGLE, IMAGE BY ANNIE 
TÉTREAULT. 2019.

FIGURE 33: LOG CABIN FROM 1838 
WINDOW, IMAGE BY DAVE WILSON. 
2019.
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instantaneously heat or cool a space.6 Moreover, adaptive buildings can also litterally 
move to adapt to changing conditions, such as Rolf Disch's Heliotrope Home that 
rotates to follow the path of the Sun.7 (Figure 36) The ability to adapt resilience is created. 
Adaptive architecture allows a building to host a range of activities, preventing it from 
being abandoned or demolished, and allows it to react to ever-changing environmental 
conditions, which can improve comfort, well-being, energy-efficiency and absorb exterior 
stresses. 

An important adaptive architectural strategy is the dynamic envelope, or the intelligent 
skin. The skin, or envelope of a building, is the main barrier between the exterior 
environmental conditions and the interior conditions, and is often very static, but many 
architects are exploring ways to imbue it with the capacity to react to exterior conditions. 
This is generally done with the help of sensors, computers and algorithms, in the hopes 
of developing a building that can immediately adapt in the best way possible to a shift in 
exterior climate. The Institut du Monde Arabe, by Jean Nouvel (1987) (Figures 37 - 38), or 
the GSW Headquarters by Sauerbruch & Hutton (1999) (Figures 39 - 40) are examples of 
intelligent skins. 

6 Ibid. 4.
7 Ibid. 4.

FIGURE 36: HELIOTROPE HOME, IMAGE BY GAUTE A. 2018.

FIGURE 37: THE INSTITUT DU MONDE ARABE, 
IMAGE BY STEVE SILVERMAN. 2014.

FIGURE 38: THE INSTITUT DU 
MONDE ARABE FACADE DETAIL, 
IMAGE BY STEVE SILVERMAN. 
2014.

FIGURE 39: GSW HEADQUARTERS DETAIL, IMAGE 
BY FLOORNATURE. 2003.

FIGURE 40: GSW HEADQUARTERS, 
IMAGE BY ANNETTE KISLING. 2015.

However, these complex systems have a tendency to break down, similar to the 
experience of the faulty facade system of Institut du Monde Arabe, and in some cases 
create unanticipated problems such as reduced comfort in interior conditions. In the next 
sub-section 03.2 Critizing Intellegent Skins there will be an understanding of the risks 
that come with complex high-tech adaptive solutions.
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03.2 CRITICIZING INTELLIGENT SKINS

At the forefront of contemporary adaptive architecture is the use of Intelligent skins. 
This has been made possible by the development of architectural intelligence. Around 
the 1980s smart technology was developed, capable of adjusting facades based on 
exterior environmental conditions.1 In some cases, the high-tech solutions were directly 
inspired by low-tech vernacular architecture, such as the Institut du Monde Arabe's 
geometric metallic screen unfolding to block the sun. Inspired by islamic architecture's 
mashrabiyas, capable of shading from the sun while allowing natural ventilation. 
Intelligent skins objectives are based on the capacity to measure conditions of the 
surrounding environment in order to make the appropriate facade adjustments to 
improve comfort and energy efficiency.2 

According to Mona Sendi in The Effect of Technology to Integrate Aesthetic Desire of 
Contemporary Architecture with Environmental Principles in Façade Design, a facade 
has two functions. The first function is that of identity; architects should use design to 
create a facade that is "consistent with its context". 3 The second function of a facade 
is "mediating elements between inside and outside of a building".4 The facade is the 
barrier or filter between the interior and exterior environment. If the exterior environment 
changes, the facade becomes the first defense in keeping the interior environment 
constant.5 Intelligent facades can have aesthetical purposes, creating an architectural 
identity, as well as become a tool to increase sustainability.6 By adjusting to exterior 
conditions facades theoretically reduce the amount of energy required through 
traditional heating and cooling methods. Some well-known examples of intelligent 
skins are the University of Southern Denmark building on the Campus Kolding, by 
Henning Larsen (2014)7 (Figures 41 - 44) or the Bahr Towers in Abu Dhabi by AHR (2013).8 
(Figures 45 - 48) Both these buildings have received a LEED certification, demonstrating 
sustainability benefits, such as reduced energy use. However, daylighting and natural 
views are reduced when, for example, the Bahr Towers' facade creates a barrier from 
the sun, closing up, blocking views and natural light. Here energy efficiency trumps 
comfort and well-being, as users are trapped behind this opaque curtain.

1 Mona Send. "The Effect of Technology to Integrate Aesthetic Desire of Contemporary Architecture with Environmental 
Principles in Façade Design." International Scientific Journal Architecture and Engineering 2, no. 1 (2014): 2.
2 Ibid. 2.
3 Ibid. 2.
4 Ibid. 2.
5 Ibid. 3. 
6 Ibid. 3.
7 Henning Larson. “Southern Denmark University – Campus Kolding.” Henning Larsen | SDU – Campus Kolding, 2014. 
https://henninglarsen.com/en/projects/featured/0942-sdu-campus-kolding.
8 AHR. “Al Bahr Towers.” AHR, 2012. https://www.ahr.co.uk/Al-Bahr-Towers.

FIGURE 42 - 44: USD – CAMPUS KOLDING, IMAGE BY JEN LINDHE. 2014.FIGURE 41: USD – CAMPUS KOLDING, 
IMAGE BY MARTIN SCHUBERT. 2014.

FIGURE 45 - 48: AL BAHR TOWERS, IMAGE BY AEDAS. 2013.

Although convenient to manage energy, the implementation of high-tech intelligent 
skins risks disconnecting the user from their environment, as well as negatively 
affecting physical and psychological comfort.9 With smart facades, there is no need 
for the user to be aware of what is happening outside, a central computer is analyzing 
and responding to these environmental shifts before the user can ever realize the sun 
came out, for example. Imagine it is a rainy and dreary morning in June. Dark clouds 
have hung low in the sky since the previous evening. It is summer, but the weather 
is comfortably cool due to the absent sun. As the day progresses the clouds break 
apart and the sun pokes out. The windows are exposed to solar radiation and the 
space begins to heat up capturing the sun's warmth. Automatic sensors quickly pick 
this up and close the facade, blocking the windows to avoid overheating inside. The 
user, focused on their work, may not have noticed the changing weather and is stuck 
inside a shaded space as the sun shines brighter and brighter on this nice summer 
day. Research by Christoffersen et al. has demonstrated the importance of exterior 
views and the risks of user discomfort and dissatisfaction that come with solar shading 
devices. Exterior views are the most important aspect of windows to occupants, and 
when people are dissatisfied with their solar shading device this was mainly due to the 
limitation of the view.10 

The building envelope is key to dictating how much energy is required to maintain 
comfortable interior conditions.11 This explains why intelligent skins are a popular tool 
when designing building with sustainability objectives, as these skins promise to reduce 
energy consumption.12 Another well-known example of a building that utilizes intelligent 
skin to achieve sustainable benchmarks is the Media-TIC building in Barcelona by 

9 Daniel E Williams. Sustainable Design: Ecology, Architecture and Planning. Hoboken, N.J.: Wiley, 2007. 20.
10 Christoffersen, J., E. Petersen, K. Johnsen, O. Valbjoern, and S. Hygge. "Windows and daylight-a post-occupancy evalua-
tion of offices; Vinduer og dagslys-en feltundersoegelse i kontorbygninger." (1999).
11 Mona Sendi. "The Effect of Technology to Integrate Aesthetic Desire of Contemporary Architecture with Environmental 
Principles in Façade Design." International Scientific Journal Architecture and Engineering 2, no. 1 (2014): 3. 
12 Ibid. 3.
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Cloud 9 (2011), which received the Building of the Year Award given out by the World 
Architecture Festival in 2011.13 (Figure 49) This building proposes a system where three 
layers of plastic can be inflated on the south-west facade, like a diaphragm, creating a 
shade-effect as well as providing additional thermal insulation for the building.14 (Figure 
50) Mona Sendi further explains how this smart facade functions: 

"Environmental data are received via a range of building 
sensors, then these data sets are transmitted to a central 
processor to be processed and appropriate instructions are 
delivered, then façade pattern changes its configuration 
according to processor instruction." 15 

Thanks to its intelligent skin, among other things, the project claims to achieve energy 
savings of 20%. However, once more, daylighting and views are reduced during the 
6-hour period where the plastic pillows are inflated, blocking the connection to the 
exterior. Envelopes that aim to optimize energy use, but neglect occupants' satisfaction, 
comfort, well-being, and connection to site cause the user to endure what is best 
for energy usage. The potential negative impacts on physical comfort are obvious if 
the building is designed as an energy-efficient machine that neglects the complexity 
of prioritizing the occupant's well-being whilst optimizing energy usage. As Claude 
Alain Roulet explains, occupants love to adapt the interior environmental conditions 
themselves, adjusting the space to their personal needs. Perceived control is a key 
factor of psychological comfort, which affects user satisfaction and tolerance to physical 
environmental conditions.16 People are more likely to be satisfied with their environment 
and will be more tolerant to variations in thermal conditions if they have control or 
perceive to have control, which is rarely the case with computer-driven intelligent 
skins.17 Intolerant occupants make things even more challenging for the building 
systems as there is no room for variations in interior conditions. These high-tech 
facade prototypes can thus be detrimental to both physical and psychological comfort, 
and this highlights the importance of providing overriding control over the system to 
the users, but even this has its limitations. Indeed, as Sofie Pelsmarkers says in The 
Environmental Design Pocketbook, "occupants will override or ignore [smart controls], 
particularly if too complex to understand or operate."18 This is why the claims of potential 
energy savings for smart controls and meters are often unsubstantiated, as users are 
able to alter the facade to their personal liking regardless of energy efficiency.

13 World Architecture Festival 2012. Winner of World Building of the Year 2011. Spain: Cloud 9 Architects Media-ICT Barce-
lona Spain, 2012.
14 “The Media-TIC Building Designed by Enric Ruiz Geli, Cloud 9, Barcelona.” Design Build Network, May 7, 2011. https://
www.designbuild-network.com/projects/media-tic/. 
15 Mona Send. "The Effect of Technology to Integrate Aesthetic Desire of Contemporary Architecture with Environmental 
Principles in Façade Design." International Scientific Journal Architecture and Engineering 2, no. 1 (2014): 5.  
16 Claude-Alain Roulet. Santé et qualité de l'environnement intérieur dans les bâtiments. Vol. 22. PPUR presses polytech-
niques, 2004.
17 Ibid.
18 Sofie Pelsmakers. The environmental design pocketbook. Routledge, 2019. 26.

FIGURE 49-50: MEDIA-TIC-BUILDING, IMAGE BY HEIKO SOHN / IWAN BAAN. 2010

There is a risk that comes from investing too much in technological solutions. As 
Daniel Williams, an architect and urban planner nationally recognized for his efforts in 
sustainable architecture says, "technological solutions often cause problems greater 
than those they were intended to solve."19 Intelligent skins are unique and complex 
high-tech prototypes that can provide energy-efficiency benefits, but they run the risk 
of neglecting other key factors as they try to optimize specific issues. They can even 
discourage the users from becoming active participants in the architectural ecosystem, 
which can be detrimental to both the users and the building. These technologies 
promise more efficiency, but tend to forget that in the face of climate change we will also 
need increased resilience, which is the enemy of efficiency. Indeed, as Roger Martin 
explains, "resilient systems are typically characterized by the very features - diversity 
and redundancy, or slack - that efficiency seeks to destroy"; to better understand this, 
"think of the difference between being adapted to an existing environment (which is 
what efficiency delivers) and being adaptable to changes in the environment."20 In 
addition, the durability of these high-tech systems are limited. Indeed, adaptive facades 
have a turnover rate of 20-40 years, which means that the processor would have to be 
replaced up to 3 times during the life span of a 60 year-old building (the average life-
span of a typical building) 21 22. 

It is thus imperative that good sustainable adaptive architecture not heavily rely  on 
complex technological solutions. Indeed, when designing within the realm of

19 Daniel E. Williams. Sustainable Design: Ecology, Architecture and Planning. Hoboken, N.J.: Wiley, 2007. 21.
20 Roger L. Martin. “Our Obsession with Efficiency Is Destroying Our Resilience.” Harvard Business Review, November 30, 
2020. https://hbr.org/2019/01/the-high-price-of-efficiency.
21 Jennifer O’Connor. "Survey on actual service lives for North American buildings." In Proc. Woodframe Housing Durability 
and Disaster Issues Conference, Forest Products Society, Las Vegas, USA. 2004. 4.
22  Shady Attia. (2018). Challenges and Future Directions of Smart Sensing and Control Technology for Adaptive Facades 
Monitoring. 507.
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ecomimicry, the building and its systems must be understood by all, not just the experts, 
and there must be a strong connection between the user and the site, as we've learned 
in section 02 Learning from Plants.23 24 As Huw Heywood explains: "people feel 
more comfortable when they have some control of their environment, so low-energy 
architecture needs to be robust, intuitive and simple."25 Designers should rely on low-
tech solutions that require user interaction, providing a strong relationship between the 
building and the occupants, providing energy efficiency, resiliency, comfort and well-
being. The next sub-section 03.3 Building and User Synergy will further address this 
issue of synergy between the building and the users.

23 A. Marshall, and S. Lozeva. “Questioning the Theory and Practice of Biomimicry.” International Journal of Design & Nature 
and Ecodynamics 4, no. 1 (2009): 1–10. https://doi.org/10.2495/dne-v4-n1-1-10. 8.
24 Jason F. McLennan. The Philosophy of Sustainable Design. Kansas City, MO: EcoTone, 2006. 237.
25 Heywood, Huw. 101 rules of thumb for low energy architecture. Routledge, 2019.

03.3 BUILDING AND USER SYNERGY

Sustainable design implies responsibility and respect for natural systems, resources, 
people and cycles that exist on the site.1 It is the architect’s role to share this beauty 
with the users.2 As suggested in Learning as you Journey: Anishinaabe Perception of 
Social - Ecological Environment and Adaptive Learning; “Truth resides within the beings 
of the land itself [...] Truth cannot be discovered but is ‘revealed’ as part of a person’s 
development within a web of relationships of a place.”3 

As we have learned in the previous sub-section, one way to connect the users and the 
site is through user interaction with the building, especially its facade, which mediates 
between interior and exterior environment. Similar to the way a plant functions, the user 
of the space will be aware of environmental changes, adjusting the building accordingly, 
creating conditions that are deemed comfortable by the user. Utilizing simple, yet 
proven efficient, low-tech strategies such as shutters, that imitate the vernacular, rather 
than rely on complex computer algorithms to adequately react to the user's or building's 
needs. Low-tech solutions, like shutters are in fact an intelligent skin strategy where 
the brain is not in a computer, but in the user. In such a scenario, the user is an active 
participant within the ecosystem (site, building, user), interacting with the facade and 
adapting to changing environmental conditions, as they see fit. The synergy between 
building and user is essential to reduce energy usage but also provide comfortable 
interior environmental conditions.

As the building's facade adapts to changing environmental conditions (time of the day, 
seasons, etc.), the architecture becomes a direct reflection of the site's weather and 
testifies to the uniqueness of the place; for example on a cold winter night the building 
can close in on itself like a flower to conserve heat inside, dramatically changing its 
appearance. The facade becomes an extension of the site through user interaction, 
and therefore the user becomes an extension of the site as well, in true ecomimicry 
fashion. The user will process what is happening in the exterior environment, recognize 
the appropriate steps to adjust to the conditions, and then perform these actions. With 
this knowledge, the user will eventually be able to anticipate upcoming environmental 
changes as they develop a connection to the web of relationships and patterns that 
exist on site.4 

1 Jason F. McLennan. The Philosophy of Sustainable Design. Kansas City, MO: EcoTone, 2006.6.
2 Ibid. 6.
3 Iain Davidson-Hunt, and Fikret Berkes. “Learning as You Journey: Anishinaabe Perception of Social-Ecological Environ-
ments and Adaptive Learning.” Conservation Ecology 8, no. 1 (2003). https://doi.org/10.5751/es-00587-080105.
4 Jason F. McLennan. The Philosophy of Sustainable Design. Kansas City, MO: EcoTone, 2006.6.
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Imagine a late August evening where user sits with a steaming cup of tea and a blanket 
around them. In the distance, they hear geese, summer is coming to an end and the 
approaching fall is palpable in the cool air. They sit comfortably towards the west. 
Slowly, and then all too quickly the sun sets before their eyes. For a brief moment before 
the heavens are taken over by the glowing of millions of stars, the sky is illuminated with 
reds, pinks and oranges that bleed together. Soon, like all natural cycles, the moment 
passes and the moon takes its place for the evening. As the user prepares for bed, they 
know, because of the sunset, that the envelope elements can stay open tonight and into 
the next morning, as weather will be cool but fair, and tomorrow will be a sunny day. 
They can bundle in their wool blankets and allow the cool summer air to pass through 
the space.

Based on what we have learned in this section, the goal for the adaptive dwelling project 
would thus be to create a building that relies on its users as symbiotic participants to 
control and harness the resources, such as the sun's energy and water, in a manner 
that is both beneficial to the users and the building. (Figure 51) Just like insects, trees and 
flowers have a mutualistic relationship, as seen before, the occupants, the buildings and 
the natural resources should also develop a strong synergy, where all biotic and abiotic 
components play integral parts in the ecosystem. This would make for an adaptive 
architecture where adaptation is carried out daily by users, ensuring low energy usage, 
user comfort, well-being, and high resiliency.

FIGURE 51: BUILDING SYNERGIES; SUN RAIN, MAN, HOUSE, IMAGE 
BY AUTHOR. 2021.

The facade remains the first line defense between the interior and exterior conditions, 
and using a hands-on low-tech approach requires little to no energy, or unnatural 
technology, and is understood by all. Thanks to user interaction, it becomes possible 
to use adaptive facade strategies that are robust, durable, sustainable, resilient, and 
even biodegradable, taking inspiration from vernacular solutions that oppose high-
tech engineering which relies on plastic and metals for high-precision manufacturing. 
A building can be created that is beneficial to the environment and highlights many of 
the cycle processes the environment goes through. In the hopes of identifying more 
potential low-tech adaptive architectural strategies for the Ecotone Adaptive Dwelling 
project, the next sub-section 03.4 Case Studies will explore some inspiring structures 
that align with the vision presented here. 
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CASE STUDY: BRILLHART HOUSE

The Brillhart House (2014) by Brillhart Architecture in Miami, Florida, has the ability 
to completely open and close to accommodate exterior weather conditions and user 
needs. (Figure 56) The front and rear of the house is covered in continuous glass that 
is able to be opened onto the exterior porch.7 Once again we see this strategy of a 
building being able to open, and close like the crocus flower. When open the flower 
allows for pollination and sunlight, drawing in visitors, and when closed the petals 
become a barrier to preserve warmth and protect itself. (Figure 55) To protect the privacy 
of this space, as well as protection from the natural elements, there are shutters placed 
on the edge of the deck.8 Vernacular architecture was referred to for inspiration and 
answers to design questions throughout the process.9 The traditional building method of 
a 'Dog Trot' or 'Breeze way' was implemented. A 'Dog Trot' is a space, similar to a porch, 
generally to the front of the house, that is covered, shaded from the sun, yet open to the 
breeze.10 Through incorporating a Dog Trot into the Brilhart House the architect is able 
to maximize efficiency, space, and energy; and celebrates the ocean breeze.11 It was 
important to the owners, architects and contractors that the house be built with minimum 
impact on the site and using natural materials. Through the mixing of vernacular 
building strategies with modern day advancements such as well sealed glazing, Brillhart 
Architects was able to create a space that opens to let in sun light, fresh air, etc. and 
closes to protect itself, maintain interior temperature, etc. just as the crocus does.

7 Brillhart Architecture. “Brillhart House.” brillhart architecture, 2014. https://brillhartarchitecture.com/gallery/brill-
hart-house-3/. 
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid. 
10 Back 40: Dogtrot Log House. YouTube. YouTube, 2011. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__UE6DVn16k&amp;t=40s. 
11 Brillhart Architecture. “Brillhart House.” brillhart architecture, 2014. https://brillhartarchitecture.com/gallery/brill-
hart-house-3/. 

03.4 CASE STUDIES 

In this sub-section low-tech adaptive architecture is investigated, that require user 
interaction. 

CASE STUDY: PASSIVE HOUSE 

The Passive House by Karawitz Architecture is a great example of a building that uses 
movable parts to adjust to the cycles of the sun.1 (Figure 53) This building uses large 
shutters to the south, operable by the occupants, as a simple yet adaptable envelope 
strategy. The house has no heating system, as the home's primary source of heat are 
the occupants and the sun.2  As the sun progresses through the sky shutters can be 
opened and closed allowing for better control of thermal solar gains in summer, but also 
of thermal losses in winter.3 The shutters are made from untreated bamboo that grey 
over time, exposing the power of the sun's cycle on the space.4 One could imagine that 
living within this space would be as close as users can get to living on the stigma of a 
perennial flower like an aster or a crocus, which can open and close during different 
times of the day, following the sunlight.5 (Figure 52) 

The adaptability of shutters could be pushed even further with shutters louvers that 
adjust angles for example. Shutters louvers at a 60 degree angle would block out 
the direct summer sun yet still allow in natural light.6 (Figure 54) This would reduce the 
amount of heat entering the space, allowing the interior conditions to stay relatively cool 
but still provide occupants with the benefits of natural light.

1 CAANdesign. “Passive House by Karawitz Architecture - CAANdesign: Architecture and Home Design Blog.” CAANde-
sign, December 19, 2015. https://www.caandesign.com/passive-house-by-karawitz-architecture/. 
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid.
5  “Asters.” Canadian Wildlife Federation, 2014. https://cwf-fcf.org/en/resources/encyclopedias/flora/aster.html. 
6 “Sunshield Unique Louvers.” www.sunshieldglobal.com, 2018. https://www.sunshieldglobal.com/louver-types/rack-arm-
louver-systems-wood/wood-louver-74w.

FIGURE 53: PASSIVE HOUSE, IMAGE BY KARAWITZ 
ARCHITECTURE. 2010.

FIGURE 52: ASTER, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2020

FIGURE 54: WOOD LOUVER, IMAGE BY SUNSHEILD. 2018.

FIGURE 56: BRILLHART HOUSE, IMAGE BY CLAUDIA 
URIBE. 2014. 

FIGURE 55: CROCUS, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021. 
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CASE STUDY: GARDEN HOUSE

To help further fit the form to the function we can look at the Garden House by 
Caspar Schols. (Figure 58) Trees that lose their leaves in the cold season inspires 
the use of modular and nested components to allow the structure to change shape, 
accommodating the needs of the users. Each year as the weather gets colder 
deciduous leaves fall from the tree. The tree becomes compact, preserving nutrients 
for when the warm season returns, when the leaves can once again extend outward. 
(Figure 57) Taking lessons from the deciduous trees the Garden House by Capser Schols 
utilizes nested components moving from inward to outward to create different layouts. 
During the winter months, the space looks similar to a traditional garden shed, a simple 
four-walled structure, pitched roof and minimal windows. These conditions create a 
cozy, insulated interior condition.12 As the weather gets warmer in the spring season 
the garden shed walls can slide out from the center exposing glazed interior walls and 
a delicate Douglas Fir structural system.13 On sunny days these glass walls act as a 
greenhouse warming the space, if the space becomes too warm doors can be opened 
letting in a breeze. When summer comes, the glazed walls also split down the middle 
and can be wheeled to the side.14 The architect describes the inspiration for the project 
as "Think of how you can sleep under the stars, go sunbathing, have a barbecue party, 
or just relax and enjoy your freedom while being perfectly comfortable."15 As the user 
alters the space to accommodate the changing exterior conditions they are connecting 
to the exterior environment. The building adapts to the exterior conditions, and to 
the needs of the user. By exposing the natural elements, the space becomes that of 
contemplation, reflection and freedom. 16 Furniture is brought in to further dictate how 
the space will be used and is rearranged as the needs of the user change. 

12 Eleanor Gibson. “Sliding Walls Move to Create Various Layouts inside Garden House by Caspar Schools.” Dezeen, 
October 18, 2017. https://www.dezeen.com/2016/10/18/video-garden-house-caspar-schols-eindhoven-netherlands-wooden-pavil-
ion-shed-movie/.
13 Ibid.
14 Ibid.
15 Ibid.
16 Ibid.

CASE STUDY: CABIN ON THE BOARDER

We can look at the Cabin on the Boarder by SO? Architecture, located on the border of 
Greece and Turkey. (Figure 60) Used as a weekend retreat from the city, and for longer 
periods during the summer, this structure needs to be weatherproof to accommodate 
to a range of seasons.17  The home is heated by a wood stove and the compressed 
surface area allows it to easily retain heat. During the summer months, the house is 
able to unfold bringing in the breeze. Made from a laminated-timber framework wrapped 
in stone-wool insulation and sheets of weatherproofed birch plywood, the Cabin has a 
simple interior made up of a kitchen, lounge area and elevated beds.18 The house uses 
retractable walls and windows to alter the space, allowing the Cabin to extend as a 
fiddlehead would during the transition from spring to summer. Starting from a compact 
form, the fiddlehead, just like this cabin, unfurls in a radiating motion to an outstretched 
leafy fern. (Figure 59) The window adjacent to the master bed opens up using a pulley 
system, allowing air to circulate and the outer plywood board can be lowered to create 
a deck platform, on a rainy summer's day the window becomes a canopy that users can 
sit under expanding the space.19  A dinning table is also able to fold up by hand from 
the wall and the master bed can be used as a bench. The house features a range of 
similar adaptable strategies. This small structure provides an ideal getaway while being 
minimally invasive to the landscape and adaptable to the users needs. 

17 SO? architecture. “Cabin on the Border.” SO? architecture and ideas. Accessed May 6, 2021. https://www.soistanbul.com/
cabin-on-the-border.
18 Ibid.
19 Ibid.

FIGURE 58: GARDEN HOUSE, IMAGE BY JORRIT'T HOEN. 
2016.

FIGURE 57: DECIDUOUS TREE, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021. FIGURE 60: CABIN ON THE BOARDER, IMAGE BY SO? 
ARCHITECTURE. 2018.

FIGURE 59: FIDDLEHEAD, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021. 
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CASE STUDY: WOODEN HOUSE

Finally, the Wooden House by András Varsányi, Péter Pozsár and Norbert Vas uses a 
radiating layout to build a simple, traditional yet modern and efficient house. Radiating 
spirals are seen frequently in nature, from our DNA to the galaxy. On site, the petals of a 
Woodland Sun flower grow in a radiation pattern, extending outward from a center point. 
(Figure 61) This spiraling pattern is a low energy configuration that attracts pollinators, 
provides protection, and directs water to the central point.20 The radiating pattern 
becomes a simple yet economical way of growth. 21 In the small village of Algyő, in the 
Great Hungarian Plain, The Wooden House is centered around a courtyard, enclosed 
on three sides creating an intimate setting among the trees of the surrounding acacia 
forest.22 (Figure 62) The layout was built to mimic the traditional farm steads of the area 
as whole farms were too expensive to construct all at once, rather the farm complex 
would grow over time.23  By utilizing the traditional individual units the architect is able to 
minimize interior floor plans, as the majority of the circulation is exterior.24 Wings for the 
garages and the buildings are divided into different living spaces, effectively connected 
via the outer courtyard.25  The orientation mimics the original farmhouse to minimize 
impact to forestry and help with a minimal transition onto site.26 

Buildings should be able to move in order to perform sustainably, fitting the form to the 
20 S. Douady, Y. Couder. (March 1992). "Phyllotaxis as a physical self-organized growth process". Physical Review Letters. 
68 (13): 2098–2101. Bibcode:1992PhRvL..68.2098D. doi:10.1103/PhysRevLett.68.2098. PMID 10045303.
21 Samwoolfe. “Why Do Spirals Exist Everywhere in Nature?” Blue Labyrinths, March 19, 2015. https://bluelabyrinths.
com/2015/03/19/why-do-spirals-exist-everywhere-in-nature/. 
22 Rayen Sagredo. “Wooden House / András Varsányi, Péter Pozsár, Norbert Vas.” ArchDaily. ArchDaily, June 14, 2018. 
https://www.archdaily.com/896288/wooden-house-andras-varsanyi-peter-pozsar-norbert-vas. 
23 Mark Smith, and James Boyle. "Analyzing Farm Layout and Farmstead Architecture." Northeast Historical Archaeology 
32, no. 1 (2003): 5.
24 Rayen Sagredo. “Wooden House / András Varsányi, Péter Pozsár, Norbert Vas.” ArchDaily. ArchDaily, June 14, 2018. 
https://www.archdaily.com/896288/wooden-house-andras-varsanyi-peter-pozsar-norbert-vas. 
25 Ibid.
26 Ibid

function.27 The above case studies examined solutions (similar to inspiring local plant 
adaptation strategies highlighted in section 02 Learning from Plants) that require user 
interaction setting the stage for the upcoming design of the Ecotone Adaptive Dwelling 
project. 

The next section 04 Project Ecotone adaptive Dwelling discusses how these 
adaptation strategies will be integrated. It will demonstrate how to apply local adaptation 
strategies to the architectural form to create a dynamic and adaptive dwelling space 
where the users are 'symbiotic' participants, exploring themes such as expansion 
and contraction, opening and closing, transformation, organic growth over time, etc. 
Finally, there will be a discovery of how to apply local adaptation strategies to the 
architectural form creating a dynamic and adaptable structure playing with expansion 
and contraction, shutter systems, and the growth of the building throughout time. 

27 Dayna Baumeister, Rose Tocke, Jamie Dwyer, Sherry Ritter, and Janine M. Benyus. Biomimicry: Resource Handbook: a 
Seed Bank of Best Practices. Missoula, MT: Biomimicry 3.8, 2014. 5.

FIGURE 61: WILD SUNFLOWER, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021. FIGURE 62: WOODEN HOUSE, IMAGE BY ANDRAS VARA-
NYI, PETER POZSAR & NORBERT VAS. 2016. 
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In modern times humans have become disconnected from the natural environment.1  
There is no longer a requirement to harvest and hunt, water comes clean from a tap 
and thermostats dictate the temperature. To foster a connection to the site, creating a 
space that is in harmony with the surrounding environment, the designer must have a 
deep knowledge of the land and turn to low-tech solutions. This section will dive into the 
Ecotone Adaptive Dwelling project site to develop a deep understanding of the place 
and environmental cycles. This section will also present the Adaptive Dwelling project 
and demonstrate how it can create a dynamic architectural ecosystem where the users 
are 'symbiotic' participants.

Sub-section 04.1 Ecotone will present the unique context of the region housing the site, 
i.e. the ecotone located in Eastern Ontario where the Canadian Shield meets the St. 
Lawrence Lowlands.2 This biologically rich transition zone will also house a conceptual 
ecotone, as the project will create the conditions for the merging of the human world 
with the natural world, fostering new life in the new ecosystem. 

To create the conditions for life there must be an in-depth understanding of conditions 
on site. Sub-section 04.2 Site will present the site located within Madoc county, 
investigating the sun path, prevailing winds, the soil, views, etc., through a rigorous site 
analysis. 

Sub-section 04.3 Program, will present the programmatic elements of the single-family 
dwelling, including interior spaces and exterior elements to provide self-sufficiency on 
the remote natural site. The users will live off the land, becoming extremely attuned to 
the surrounding environment, responding and adapting the space to the ever-shifting 
site. The space will provide all the amenities needed for this type of lifestyle to be 
possible. 

Sub-section 04.4 Concepts and Design Principles will present the main conceptual 
decisions that will set the stage for the upcoming design, inspired by plant adaptation 
strategies.

Finally, sub-section 04.5 Description of the Building will present the final design in the 
form of a story, which is meant to highlight the lessons the user learns form the site. The 
story format provides a voice to many of the inhabitants of the site who communicate in 
different ways than we do. 

1 Jason F. McLennan, and Bob Berkebile. The Philosophy of Sustainable Design: the Future of Architecture. Kansas City, 
MO: EcoTone, 2004. 57.
2 Thomas Forsyth McIlwraith. The Land Between: Encounters on the Edge of the Canadian Shield. Markham, ON: Fitzhen-
ry and Whiteside for The Land Between Circle, 2013. 7. 

04.1 ECOTONE

An ecotone is defined by Jason McLennan in The Philiosophy of Sustainable Design 
as “a biologically rich transition zone between dissimilar areas.”1 This merging of 
two distinct areas allows for an extreme diversity of life.2 The site is located in an 
ecotone that Peter Allen coined 'The Land Between'.3 Here the granite of the Canadian 
Shield intersects with the limestone of the St. Lawrence Lowlands, (Figure 63) existing 
between Ontario’s Georgian Bay and the Ottawa Valley.4 (Figure 65) This stretch of land 
where these two rock formations meet creates the conditions for a unique bioregion.5 
Considered a meeting place, this ecotone allows for extreme diversity of plant life, 
hosting flora and fauna from the north and the south.6 This geo-region is the northern 
limit for species such as white oak, beech and the silver maple and the southern limit for 
white and black spruce, balsam fir and jack pine.7 (Figure 64) Here the moose who travels 
south can eat the beech nuts that are not found further north, enjoying the concentrated 
fat and protein that these nuts offer. 

1 Jason F. McLennan, and Bob Berkebile. The Philosophy of Sustainable Design: the Future of Architecture. Kansas City, 
MO: EcoTone, 2004. 61.
2 Ibid. 61.
3 Thomas Forsyth McIlwraith. The Land Between: Encounters on the Edge of the Canadian Shield. Markham, ON: Fitzhen-
ry and Whiteside for The Land Between Circle, 2013. 7.
4 Ibid 7.
5 Ibid. 10.
6 Ibid. 23
7 Ibid. 9.

FIGURE 64: THE MEETING OF THE TREE SPECIES ON SITE, IMAGE BY 
AUTHOR, 2020.

FIGURE 63: CONTEXT GEOLOGY SECTION, 
IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2020.

ECOTONE



FIGURE 65: CONTEXT MAP, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2020. 
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The thesis project aims to create an ecotone within The Land Between, where the 
human world of today meets the natural ecosystem. When humans work with nature, 
we create the conditions for life. Humans act as caregivers to the Earth. In Braiding 
Sweetgrass, the author Robin Wall Kimmerer reflects on an experiment done monitoring 
sweetgrass to understand why the plant's population was declining.8 Originally, the 
decline was thought to be due to basket weavers overharvesting, so two traditional 
harvesting methods were observed and the results were recorded.9 Yet, the sweetgrass 
that failed was the untouched grass used as a reference. The sweetgrass had been 
in decline because people were, in fact, no longer harvesting it. The sweetgrass 
harvesting thinned the population, which gave remaining shoots more space and light 
allowing them to reproduce even quicker.10 Kimmerer reflects; "the grassy meadows tell 
us that for sweetgrass, humans are part of the system, a vital part."11 Through creating 
an ecotone where the human world meets the natural world the conditions for life will be 
created, as the humans acts as stewards to the land. 

It is important for the user to be aware and connected to events happening on site. The 
building is to be constructed over time in phases, growing as the site and the users 
are ready. The next sub-section 4.2 Site will dive into the specific location and weather 
events that occur on the Ontario site. The project hopes to focus on the adaptive 
strategies and architectural elements that respond to the site through the 'symbiotic' 
user who is continuously aware of the ever-changing environmental conditions.

8 Kimmerer, Robin Wall. Braiding Sweetgrass. Minneapolis, MN: Tantor Media, Inc., 2016. 157.
9 Ibid. 160.
10 Ibid. 164.
11 Ibid. 163.

04.2 SITE 

The site is narrowed down to an acreage on the eastern half of the ecotone, in Madoc 
County. (Figures 66 & 67)The land area is vast with a small population. There is clear 
evidence of the rich history of mining, logging and attempted farming in the unique 
county environment, known for its rocky soil.1  

The selected site for the dwelling sits on a small hill, and to the east is a marshy area 
with a creek that runs through it. The view towards the creek is beautiful and should be 
showcased from the main living space in the dwelling. Here, on the marsh, the cattails 
merge with the balsam fir as the site sits on the edge of the forest located to the north, 
west and south. (Figures 68 - 70) The forest hosts both deciduous and conifer trees. On 
the shore, the user sees the red winged black bird jumping from branch to branch, the 
traces of the beaver left at the bottom of the trees and the thirsty deer coming down for 
a drink. The site is not flat, it rises when walking towards the west, but the incline is not 
dramatic. A building on stilts could easily manage this slope. 

1 Thomas Forsyth McIlwraith. The Land Between: Encounters on the Edge of the Canadian Shield. Markham, ON: Fitzhen-
ry and Whiteside for The Land Between Circle, 2013. 21.
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Located on the edge of the forest, the site is relatively open on the south-west and 
closer to dense trees on the north-east, which is ideal for access to solar radiation as 
the south trees do not shade the site during midday in the winter. (Figures 68 - 70 & 74) 
Sun is critical to almost all living organisms. Due to this location on the site, the south 
facade will have a lot of exposure to the sun. There should thus be many windows 
on the south facade, which should also be elongated, in order to maximise solar 
heat gains and reduce space heating energy use during the cold winter months. An 
elongated south facade is coherent with the previous findings relative to the form based 
on prevailing winds. The site has high amounts of sunlight from May to August and 
experiences low amounts of sunlight from November to February.4 (Figure 75)  Knowing 
sun angles will allow for optimal solar panel angle placement as well as ideal overhang 
lengths for shading during the summer and sun exposure during the winter. (Figure 76)

4 Ibid.

Understanding annual wind cycles on site can help with both heating and cooling. (Figure 
71) Plants use wind to spread, to pollenate and to become stronger.2 Trees like the 
maple have created seed pods shaped to maximise the spread of their seeds, using the 
wind to travel long distances. The site experiences high wind speeds from October to 
April, with annual tornadoes or high wind events happening in the fall.3 (Figure 72) The 
structure should be able to withstand high winds. Strategically angling the building can 
help with temperature control. The long face of the building should face south-west in 
order to maximise summer prevailing winds, which will facilitate natural cross-ventilation 
on warm days. (Figure 73) Positioning the narrower faces of the building towards the 
north-west and south-east will minimize contact with the winter winds and reduce cold 
air infiltrations. (Figure 74)

2 Crick, Julie. “Wind Is Essential to Natural Processes.” Michigan State University Extension, March 30, 2017. https://www.
canr.msu.edu/news/wind_is_essential_to_natural_processes. 
3 “Madoc Monthly Climate Averages.” WorldWeatherOnline.com, 2020. https://www.worldweatheronline.com/madoc-weath-
er-averages/ontario/ca.aspx.

FIGURE 71: MAX. MIN. AND AVERAGE WIND SPEED, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2020. 
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FIGURE 72: SUMMER WIND, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2020.  

FIGURE 73: WINTER WIND, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2020.

FIGURE 74: VIEWS, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2020.
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The location of the site, close to the creek, is beneficial, as this will provide easy access 
to this valuable resource as the building will be entirely off-grid. Water can be harvested 
from the ground, rainfall and potentially from the creek if the water is clean enough. It 
will be important to make sure this water is not contaminated by humans living here, 
so it will be crucial to consider water filtration systems to avoid rejecting dirty grey or 
black water back into the nourishing environment. It is also important to note that the 
site experiences fairly consistent amounts of precipitation (between 50 mm to 150 mm) 
throughout the year, with the highest concentration of rainfall in July, reaching up to 203 
mm, as this demonstrates an interesting potential for rainwater harvesting in summer.5  

5 “Madoc Monthly Climate Averages.” WorldWeatherOnline.com, 2020. https://www.worldweatheronline.com/madoc-weath-
er-averages/ontario/ca.aspx.

FIGURE 75: AVERAGE SUN HOURS AND SUN DAYS, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2020.
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FIGURE 76: ANNUAL SUN ANGLES AND PATH, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2020.

(Figure 77) Moreover, as we can see in Figures 80 and 81, precipitations, coupled with 
snow melting has a big influence on the creek, which is much larger in the Spring, so it 
is crucial to make sure the building is located far enough to avoid flooding and structural 
damage issues. (Figure 78 - 81)

FIGURE 77: AVERAGE RAINFALL AND RAIN DAYS, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2020.  

AVERAGE RAINFALL AMOUNT RAIN DAYS

FIGURE 78: MARSH IN THE FALL, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2020.  FIGURE 79: MARSH IN THE SPRING, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 
2020.  

FIGURE 80: MARSH IN THE WINTER, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 
2020.

FIGURE 81: MARSH IN THE SUMMER, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 
2020.  

SITE SITE

SITESITE
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As can be seen in Figure 82, the soil is wet and does not provide the most stable 
conditions, which means that the foundations will be difficult to build, highlighting once 
more the necessity for stilts below the dwelling.6 (Figure 82) This will also provide the 
benefit of reducing the disturbance of the soil and ground, mitigating negative impacts 
on the ecosystem. The foundations will be difficult to do in the wet soil. It is also 
interesting to note that the Ontario clay belt runs through the site, where clay can be 
harvested as a building material.7 

With the cold winters the site experiences important annual snow fall. Most of the 
snowfall is in January with 26cm. It generally begins to snow mid-October and stops at 
beginning of April.8 (Figure 83) Snowfall can dictate snow loads on roofs and generally in 
this area it is best to have sloped roofs to prevent snow accumulation on the roofs.

6 Ontario Ministry of agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs. “Classifying Prime and Marginal Agricultural Soils and Landscapes: 
Guidelines for Application of the Canada Land Inventory in Ontario.” ARDA Report No. 2, 1965. http://www.omafra.gov.on.ca/english/
landuse/classify.htm.
7 
8 Ibid.
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To reiterate what Davidson-Hunt and Berkes said: “Truth resides within the beings 
of the land itself [...] truth cannot be discovered but is 'revealed' as part of a person's 
development within a web of relationships of a place."9 To design a space that fosters 
a connection to the site, I myself must have a connection to the site. This allows me 
to make informed design decisions understanding how the cycles of the site will affect 
the space and how the space will affect the environmental cycles. In this region, there 
is a small one-room cabin, without running water or electricity. (Figure 84) Through this 
thesis process, I have been returning to the site, living there for a week or so at a time, 
becoming very familiar with the wildlife, flora and weather events that occur here. As 
I observed, sketched, mapped, explored, etc. I developed an understanding of the 
beauty, profoundness and spirit of the place. This becomes a place of retreat, to get 
away from the hustle and bustle of life. Materials on the site are used for: building 
projects such as the added tree-house, heating and cooking, etc. I have developed an 
understanding of materials and resources as I spent more time on the site, which should 
become a key factor for the design process. (Figure 85 - 87)

9 Iain Davidson-Hunt, and Fikret Berkes. “Learning as You Journey: Anishinaabe Perception of Social-Ecological Environ-
ments and Adaptive Learning.” Conservation Ecology 8, no. 1 (2003). https://doi.org/10.5751/es-00587-080105.

FIGURE 84: CABIN, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 
2016.

FIGURE 85: PICKING 
OUT A TREE, IMAGE BY 
STEPHEN BARKER, 2005.

FIGURE 86: TREEHOUSE 
CONSTRUCTION, IMAGE 
BY STEPHEN BARKER, 
2007.

FIGURE 87: TREEHOUSE 
CONSTRUCTION FINAL, 
IMAGE BY STEPHEN 
BARKER. 2015.
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04.3 PROGRAM

This sub-section will present the project's program, which is developed to foster a strong 
relationship between the users, the building and the land. The project also aims to 
push the users outside of their current contemporary ideals of comfort, as buildings are 
currently energy intensive and are disconnected from varying exterior environmental 
conditions. The program is furthermore designed to grow in phases through time and 
allow the building to expand and contract according to the season. It will be anything but 
a simple compact block where all rooms are constantly at the same temperature, sitting 
on an empty lot surrounded by a green lawn, static and disconnected from the place. 

This project aims to push users outside of their current ideals of comfort, rather than 
neglect exterior behaviors. A single dwelling space on the property is to be created. 
Here, the users will live with  the land, working in harmony with the surrounding 
environment. This is meant to foster a deep connection between the user and the 
land. A dwelling emphasizes the central idea of ecomimicry: the Earth is our home and 
through living with the land, reducing our footprint and fostering the natural cycles we 
care for to the Earth. 

The designed spaces will be adaptable through features that are transformable, 
adjusting to the needs of the user and the site. 

To live off the land there are a series of programmatic elements that are required 
to be successful.1 (Figure 88) Food and warmth are key to survival. The kitchen and 
exterior fireplace become the core of the house, located in the center where food and 
warmth are abundant. Surrounding features radiate from this central core. The main 
living space, which is to be built first as the users arrive on the site, with the kitchen 
and exterior fireplace, are the living room and dining room, separated by an interior 
fireplace, and connected to an enclosable porch, where the users will be able to enjoy 
their food and simple pleasures or relaxation after a hard day's work. To the east, there 
will be a multi-purpose greenhouse space, which can be opened and closed depending 
on the season, providing fruits and vegetables all year long. Branching off to the north 
is the second wing which houses additional personal space for a dedicated bedroom 
with a modern en suite. It should also include a mechanical room and an office space, 
completing the single-family dwelling.  The office will be used for creative endeavors or 
the production of necessary amenities such as the drying of herbs or creation of things 
like soap. 

1 Vannini, Phillip, and Jonathan Taggart. Off the grid: re-assembling domestic life. Routledge, 2014. 31.

The program must also include an exterior (or summer) kitchen as the interior kitchen 
can reach high temperatures during the summer. It will also offer a sauna space 
(which can be built at a later stage) that can be used during the winter for healing and 
rejuvenation, or act as a guest room when needed for visitors that come to experience 
the site to escape the hustle and bustle of city life. The sauna will be connected to 
an exterior space that can be enclosed to provide more living space for guests, and 
a bathroom for guests or to utilize with the sauna. Moreover, the program will include 
removable or openable greenspaces where fresh tomatoes with swell, where squash 
will spread out like octopus tentacles and where basil leaves will provide a sweet smell 
to the space in the winter. In the summer, these green spaces can be opened to the 
outside to serve as exterior dining room or living space, as the exterior garden can take 
over to grow most of the fruits and vegetables. For the users' dairy and protein needs, 
the site will also offer an animal barn for chickens and goat for the cultivation of eggs 
and dairy products. This independent wing that requires little windows could serve as a 
support structure for in-situ renewables such as PV panels

To accommodate the many programmatic spaces there will be a large work shed, where 
projects can be completed and building elements can be stored. This shed should have 
the capacity to expend and contract as the need for storage increases or diminishes 
according to the seasons. The car access will be directly connected to the shed, for 
easy access for new materials, which will then connect to the main dwelling entrance 
not far to the south.

With the development of these programatic elements a three dimensional space will 
be created. In the next sub-section 04.4 Concept Design and Principles, the main 
conceptual decisions that will set the stage for the upcoming design will be presented to 
transform the program into architecture.

FIGURE 88: PROGRAMATIC LAYOUT, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.
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04.4 CONCEPT DESIGN AND PRINCIPLES 

The main design intention can be summed up by biologist and author Janine Benyus 
who says that "life creates the conditions for life."1 Through the act of bringing human 
life to the site, the conditions for more life will be created through symbiotic relationships 
between the users, the building and the surrounding ecosystem, inspired by the 
mutualistic relationships found in nature. (Figures 89 & 90) Often, it is believed that 
humans have a negative effect on nature.2 Yet, humans are natural and therefore part 
of the natural world.3 Human activity can even be beneficial to nature in some cases, 
for example when people sustainably harvest trees for materials, thinning out the forest, 
this allows more solar radiation to reach the young saplings, renewing the forest at 
a faster pace. As the seedlings will grow tall and strong, soon the deer will snack on 
the low lying branches. The seeds that are consumed by the deer are excreted and 
mushrooms allow for proper decomposition creating healthy soil for new seeds. Soon, 
the human will return to thin out the forest once more, giving these new seeds access 
to sunlight. When executed properly humans are integral pieces in the natural cycles 
of the earth.4 One of the key design objectives is thus to develop a project that works 
in synergy with the site, utilizing resources, but also giving back to have a regenerative 
output on the ecosystem.

1 Benyus, Janine M. Biomimicry. New York City, NY: Morrow, 1998. 6.
2 Robin Wall Kimmerer. Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge and the Teachings of Plants. Lon-
don: Penguin Books, 2020. 240.
3 Ibid. 240.
4 Ibid. 241.

FIGURE 89: SYMBIOTIC RELATIONSHIPS, IMAGE BY 
AUTHOR. 2020 

FIGURE 90: SYNERGIES; SUN RAIN, MAN, HOUSE, IMAGE 
BY AUTHOR. 2020.

This project will also take into consideration the daily, annually and long-term cycles 
that exist on site, a series of adaptable elements will be created where the user is able 
to adjust the space as needed. (Figures 91 - 93) This will allow the creation of a space 
that fosters a deep connection between the user and the events that are happening on 
site, but it will also increase resilience, reduce energy usage and maximize well-being 
through high levels of both physical and psychological comfort.Through the utilization of 
robust and simple adaptive solutions, the user will easily be able to read and understand 
how the site and the building are reacting to their actions, fostering the conditions to 
sustain life and live in harmony with the ecosystem. 

To kick start the design process, a number of concepts have been defined, which will 
guide the main conceptual decisions. These are directly inspired by the study of plants 
and their adaptation strategies. As Lopez et al. explains: plants are a great resource 
as a precedent for developing adaptable strategies and understanding how organisms 
are interacting on site.5 This sub-section will now present the three concepts that were 
established to guide the design of the Dwelling, which will then be presented in the 
following sub-section 04.5 Description of the Project.

5 Marlén López, Ramón Rubio, Santiago Martín, Ben Croxford, and Richard Jackson. “Active Materials for Adaptive Archi-
tectural Envelopes Based on Plant Adaptation Principles.” Journal of Facade Design and Engineering 3, no. 1 (2015): 27–38. https://
doi.org/10.3233/fde-150026.

FIGURE 91: DAILY CYCLE, IMAGE BY 
AUTHOR. 2020 

FIGURE 92: ANNUAL CYCLE, IMAGE 
BY AUTHOR. 2020.

FIGURE 93: LONG TERM CYCLE, 
IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2020.
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CONCEPT 1: RADIATING STRATEGY 

The first key concept for the project is the radiating strategy commonly seen in plants, 
such as petals around a central pistil, leaves on a stem, or the radiating way in which 
a tree grows. (Figure 94) Spirals are lowest-energy configurations which emerge 
spontaneously through self-organizing processes.6 This low energy pattern provides 
protection, captures the eye of pollinators and directs water towards the center. This 
radiating strategy can be applied to the Adaptive Dwelling layout by locating the exterior 
fireplace and kitchen at the centre of the site, which will serve as the anchor point for 
all other building wings to be developed through time as the house grows. (Figures 95 & 
96) If compact forms are ideal for energy conservation in a cold climate, the radiating 
pattern will facilitate the development of the dwelling in phases through time, it will 
increase connection to the land by providing more windows, doors and openable walls, 
it will maximize southern facing surfaces to catch solar energy for solar passive or 
renewables purposes, and it will maximize the potential for natural ventilation as the 
climate continues to warm up. Radiating growth can also increase resilience, as building 
wings can be adapted independently to fit changing needs. Moreover, if one part of the 
building is to be impacted by an unfortunate event, the building as a whole will not be 
harmed.

6 Douady, S; Couder, Y. (March 1992). "Phyllotaxis as a physical self-organized growth process". Physical Review Letters. 
68 (13): 2098–2101. Bibcode:1992PhRvL..68.2098D. doi:10.1103/PhysRevLett.68.2098. PMID 10045303.
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FIGURE 94: GROWTH TIME LINE, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021. 

FIGURE 96: TIME LINE OF BUILDINGS, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021. 

FIGURE 95: PISTIL CONCEPT 1, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021. 
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CONCEPT 2: EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION 

The second key concept for the project is the idea of expansion and contraction, which 
is inspired by the deciduous trees' capacity to shed leaves to protect themselves from 
the cold winter months. (Figure 97) This process is called leaf abscission and allows for 
the energy from the leaves to be preserved in the roots through the winter as the leaves 
become a vulnerable point for the tree during the cold season. It also minimizes snow 
loads and potential structural damage to the tree.7 8 This expansion and contracting 
strategy can be applied to the Adaptive Dwelling through the use of nested components 
and through a layout that allows the usable space to grow or shrink in order to save 
energy. (Figure 98) Firstly, the user should have the opportunity to physically grow the 
building by pushing movable components, by adding envelope components, increasing 
the area of the enclosed spaces when needed. (Figure 99) Secondly, the users should 
be able to limit their activities to only one or two key building wings during the winter in 
order to avoid heating a large building volume when not necessary, adapting the way 
they live in function of the seasons. (Figure 99) The dwelling will be able to physically 
expand and contract, in addition the user's lifestyle will also change as their personal 
bubble will expand and contract even in the more rigid spaces of the buildings that 
cannot physically transform.

7 Gawadi, Allan G., and George S. Avery Jr. "Leaf abscission and the so-called" abscission layer"." American Journal of 
Botany (1950): 172.
8 Lemon, P. C. (1961). "Forest ecology of ice storms". Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical Club. 88 (1): 21–29. 
doi:10.2307/2482410. JSTOR 2482410.

FIGURE 99: TIME LINE OF BUILDINGS, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021. 

FIGURE 97: SEASONAL TIME LINE, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021. 
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CONCEPT 3: OPENING AND CLOSING 

The third key concept for the project is the idea of opening and closing, which is inspired 
by the way flowers, such as the crocus, can open and close depending on sun exposure 
and temperature. (Figure 100) This action is called thermonasty, which refers to the 
flower's capacity to respond to temperature changes, opening and closing to capture the 
sun or conserve energy.9 In addition, the action of opening and closing protects the pistil 
from unwanted night predators. This opening and closing strategy can be translated into 
the Adaptive Dwelling through the use of low-tech adaptive facade strategies to allow 
or block solar radiation, daylight, views, etc., for example through the use of movable 
panels, adjustable shutters, rotating facade panels to alter the colour of the building, 
remove facade components, etc. (Figures 101 - 102)

By using these concepts (radiating strategy, expansion and contraction, and opening 
Gawadi, Allan G., and George S. Avery Jr. "Leaf abscission and the so-called" abscission layer"." American Journal of Botany 
(1950): 172.

FIGURE 100: GROWTH TIME LINE, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021. 

FIGURE 102: TIME LINE OF BUILDINGS, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021. 

FIGURE 101: THERMONASTY CONCEPT 3, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021. 
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and closing), we should be able to design a 'living' Adaptive Dwelling that creates a 
dynamic architectural ecosystem where the users are 'symbiotic' participants. The next 
sub-section will now present the final design of this Adaptive Dwelling, explaining in 
greater detail the adaptation strategies that were integrated into the design. In section 
04.5 Description of the Project there will be an analysis of how each strategy would 
be applied. 

04.5 DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

The Adaptive Dwelling is located on the edge of the forest, on a small slope, overlooking 
the creek to the east and unfolds in a radiating pattern with the exterior fireplace and 
the kitchen located in the middle. (Figure 103) Three main wings radiate around the core, 
firstly the main living spaces to the east, housing the living room and dining room in 
the southern portion and the office and bedroom in the northern portion, with the living 
room and the bedroom benefiting from the great view over the creek and rising sun.
(Figure 104) Secondly, the sauna/guest quarters wing grows to the south, including the 
main greenhouse facing the south-west. This is a supporting space not used for the 
main daily activities and can be heated or not. Thirdly, the workspace/storage wing 
grows to the north, which is also the access point for the car, connected to the mudroom 
(main entrance) by a pedestrian path. This wing is also a supporting space, which is 
not heated. Finally, an animal barn grows to the west, framing an exterior courtyard 
occupied by the exterior fireplace. The three main building wings are connected to the 
core by exterior spaces that can be enclosed (expansion and contraction) to create 
additional greenspaces and adapt to seasonal needs.

To complement this initial methodical description of the building, the rest of this sub-
section will further explain the design and its adaptive strategies in the form of a story, 
explaining how the building would come to be, through the point of view of the living 
beings on the site. As the story unfolds, we will also respond to the sub-questions 
established earlier in this thesis. It is important to restate that though this project is 
presented as a finalized building, it is in fact one potential manifestation of the decisions 
taken by the users themselves, as they would live on the site, get to know it and then 
grow the building in phases, wing by wing, as their needs evolve. Throughout the 
process the users are sure to build carefully, developing a plan, communicating with and 
learning from the other beings on the site, only building when the users and the site are 
ready.
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FIGURE 103: SITE PLAN, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.
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FIGURE 104: FLOOR PLAN, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.
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CHAPTER 1 : 
HOW CAN THE BUILDING AND THE USERS ADAPT TO THE EVER-CHANGING 
ECOSYSTEM, INCREASING RESILIENCE? 

Having never built a house before, and unsure of the process, the newcomers built 
the kitchen, dinning room and living room (which they used as a temporary bedroom). 
(Figure 105) They wanted to start by building the hearth, and expanding outward, when 
the site and users were ready. The users decided that the central core will be made 
from cob and rammed earth. This is a mix of clay, water and hay. The site exists within 
the Ontario clay belt, allowing for clay to be easily harvested. Due to the long history of 
logging and farming with subpar soil, there is lots of hay grown in the area that can be 
used. This material is extremely adaptable, being able to be molded into any shape, 
so it can easily be added to. It can also easily be fixed up by the action of painting the 
material. They built close to the marsh to get access to water, and under the supervision 
of the local architect, the beaver, but not too near as marshes are very fragile and not 
ideal for foundation systems. Like the lily pads that lined the creek, whose stems reach 
up towards the sunlight, they built from the bottom up. As winter was approaching, the 
newcomers had to build quickly. They built selectively for a subset of elements and 
waited until the spring to continue building their future home. 

When spring arrived, the marsh water was up to their door. Because of the unique way 
in which the glacial melt allowed rocks to settle here, halfway between the Canadian 
Shield and the lowlands, this has created an area filled with rolling hills. These low 
points allow for lots of marshy areas. As the beaver passed by, he chuckled to himself 
and reminded the newcomers the melting snow makes the creek run high, in the 
summer the hot sun evaporates the water and by fall the water levels are at the lowest. 

Once upon a time... in a land outside the hustle and bustle of our daily lives, where 
the southern trees met the northern rock, there lived a neighbourhood of plants and 
animals. There was the owl that watched over the land, the wolves that protected the 
land, the raspberry bush that fed the land, and many, many others. 

During one autumn, as the leaves were changing, strangers moved to this land. Flying 
overhead the owl saw these newcomers and quickly alerted the others. The wolves 
gathered to sniff out these unknown creatures. These strangers did not fly like the owl 
and did not howl like the wolves, but like so many animals of this land, they too were 
fed by the raspberry bush. Turning to their curious neighbours the newcomers assured 
them that they were here to become stewards of the land, cultivating cooperative 
relationships. 

FIGURE 105: PRELIMINARY SRUCTURE, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.

N
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The people learned that to live here they will have to be adaptable and integrate the 
unexpected. 

As the April showers continued they overheard the Cedar tree bragging that its water 
resistant wood kept it dry in even the wettest of seasons. The newcomers started to 
gain insight into the site and materials available. The people asked if they could use 
some of the Cedar's wood to help raise their house out of the marsh as they had seen 
their friend Pierre Thibault do at his house in Quebec. (Figure 106) The Cedar wanting to 
show off its durability to weather, rot, insects, the cedar agreed. The home was placed 
on cedar posts that go deep into the ground, connecting the building to the Earth. (Figure 
107)  Cedar wood was also placed on as exterior cladding showing the resistance wood 
can hold to the natural elements. 

Before the people started to build again they wanted a plan, and as they were working 
on drawing out their new house a flock of geese flew over. Not recognizing the strangers 
the geese stopped to welcome them. The geese spoke about how they were on their 
journey back from the south for the summer. They reminded the strangers that the 

FIGURE 107: STILtS, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.

FIGURE 106: LES ABOUTS , IMAGE BY PIERRE THIBAULT. 2004

land does not stay the same forever. The new neighbours recognized this and felt they 
should make sure their structure would be extremely adaptable to accommodate how 
much the site changes. 

The elm tree could not help but overhear. The elm tree called over the newcomers and 
showed them its roots. Through redundancy and decentralization, the elm tree is able 
to protect itself when the soil is affected with a damaging event, such as frost. Only the 
area of the tree that is serviced by the injured roots is harmed. The strangers learned 
that the building must be made in parts and easily adjustable. Combining modular and 
nested components will make it easier to modify the building when needed. 

With this in mind, the newcomers continued to work on their plans. As spring turned to 
summer, they would sit on a big rock overlooking the marsh soaking up the sun. There 
they met the Ontario striped skink. The skink showed the people how to capture the 
sun’s warmth. The residents really enjoyed laying out in the sun, and the skink was 
happy for the company. While they lay, the skink told them about how the sun travels 
from the east to west. The sun shines from the south changing angles from winter 
to summer. They even learned about how some materials, like the rock they laid on, 
would absorb the heat from the sun and release it later on.  The residents reshuffled 
the information the skink had taught them to regulate the temperature in their house. 
They placed large windows in the south with an overhang that would keep out the high 
summer sun, but let in the low winter sun. They chose to use clay on the floor to help 
with thermal massing. 

When they had finished those changes, the skink took them to the tulip to show them 
how it opens during the day and closes at night. The people decided to create a low 
energy adjustable shutter system that allowed them to close windows, like the tulip, 
and alter the amount of sunlight they wish to have in each space. This system would 
embody resilience through a variation of colors, that either absorb or reflect the sun, 
depending on the season. Through the utilization of adaptable envelope strategies 
such as moveable, removable, and changeable shutters and walls, comfort becomes 
dependent on the user and the way they adjust to site conditions. (Figures 108 - 109) This 
allowed the newcomers to be constantly aware of what is happening and adapting to 
the ever-changing exterior environment, fostering a connection to the land. 
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FIGURE 108: SHUTTERS AXO SUMMER, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021..
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FIGURE 109: SHUTTERS AXO WINTER, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.
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CHAPTER 2: 
HOW CAN THE BUILDING BE SELF-SUFFICIENT AND FUNCTION IN SYNERGY 
WITH THE ECOSYSTEM AND THE USERS? 

The more time the users spent on the land, the more they realized that nothing in nature 
happens overnight. To function in synergy with the surrounding ecosystem the users 
decided that they would build the remaining wings over many years. The users were not 
in a rush to build and they wanted to do it right, taking their time to get to know the area 
and their neighbors. Similar to the flower’s petals that had now bloomed, the building 
would self-organize, growing in a radiating pattern off of the center. (Figures 110 - 113) 
This allowed any expansion of the building to be a low energy process not requiring 
extensive amounts of reconstruction when spaces are added. 

FIGURE 110: PLAN GROWTH 1, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.

FIGURE 111: PLAN GROWTH 2, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.
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FIGURE 113: FINAL PLAN, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.

FIGURE 112: PLAN GROWTH 3, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.
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FIGURE 114: NORTH - SOUTH SECTION - MATERIALS, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.  

[WHITE OAK, IMAGE BY 
BOARDWALK.] 
https://www.boardwalkhardwood.
com/white-oak-hardwood-flooring/
crystal-white-oak

[CHARRED WOOD, IMAGE BY 
NICOLAS RAYMOND.] 
https://jooinn.com/charred-wood-
texture.html

[CEDAR CLADDING, IMAGE BY 
NORCLAD. 2019] 
https://www.timbercladdingsolutions.
co.uk/timber-cladding-texture-
finding-the-right-texture-and-finish-
for-your-build/

As they were now confident in their plan, the people went to see the best builder known 
in the area, their neighbor the beaver. By now, the summer was turning to autumn and 
the beaver was busy preparing for winter, he had no time to build them a house.  He 
however took the time to teach them how to replicate strategies that work, such as 
double studded walls with plenty of continuous insulation with an R-value of 60 made 
from recycled paper, hay and wool. He then referred them to the mighty white oak for 
additional support.

They went to the oak and asked for help. Like all good neighbours, the oak provided the 
new comers with a housewarming gift of readily available materials and energy. The 
people were allowed to use some of the land’s trees and clay to build their new home. 
(Figure 114) As they began to harvest these materials, they noticed many mushrooms 
growing out of the fallen logs. They asked the mushrooms why they lived in the tree 
trunks. The mushrooms explained that they turn the logs back into soil so that trees can 
grow again. The people realized that by using materials from the site the materials can 
be recycled by the mushrooms back into the earth. 

[CEDAR CLADDING, IMAGE BY 
WOOD DATABASE.] 
https://www.wood-database.com/
black-spruce/

[RAMMED EARTH, IMAGE BY 
NALIN PRUTIMONGKOL. 2017] 
https://www.istockphoto.com/
photo/rammed-earth-wall-
gm696114396-128775415

[RAMMED EARTH, IMAGE BY 
NAPA RECYCLING] 
https://naparecycling.com/guide/
wood-and-pellet-stoves/

[KEY PLAN, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.]
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The oak suggested that the rest of the construction be made from wood, as the site is 
abundant in wood. The white oak and charred wood will be used on the shutter systems 
showing the range of color the wood can become. Additionally, spruce, a softwood that 
is light in color, insulating and sound absorbent, will be used in the interior. (Figure 114)

The oak who had lived there for years knew of the long history of cheap, and then 
abandoned land, in the area, leaving scattered barns and farmhouses decomposing as 
one travels through the site. She suggested that the users use amenities such as wood 
stoves and doors etc. that can be recycled from these buildings and reused. (Figure 114)

Now, with the materials they needed, the newcomers got to work. That fall with the help 
of some of their neighbors, they were able to add beautiful decks to the central core 
and bedroom. However, before they knew it, it was winter again and construction was 
halted. Over the winter, many of the fallen trees were saved to be used for lumber later 
on. 
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Finally, the snow began to thaw and as spring came, the users were out for a walk 
and then ran into their old friend the Elm. With the Elm, they discussed their plans for 
a workshop, to give them a space to work on their many projects. Remembering their 
convesation with the Elm tree to use nested components they made a plan for the 
workshop to be able to expand and contract. The workshop is on a track allowing a wall 
to be pushed out or nested within a screened wall. (Figures 115 - 118) The screened wall 
can be used for ventilation and temperature control.

That summer went by fast. They had built up the workshop, but before the newcomers 
knew it, it was winter. As they had done in previous years, the users collected the fallen 
logs over the winter and made them into lumber. 

As soon as the snow started to melt again they got to work, they had plans to add a 
sauna, a greenhouse and an animal barn. They started on the sauna, as they knew 
that this summer some friends were coming to visit. They decided that the sauna 
would be where the guests would stay. The south walls would be flipped down using 
a cranking system to change the space as needed. (Figure 120) Users would crank the 
handle turning gears that would eventually turn a round beam at the top of the sauna. 
Leather straps would wrap or unwrap, lowering the wall. As guests arrived, the top 

FIGURE 117: WORKSHOP SECTION SUMMER, 
IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.

FIGURE 118: WORKSHOP PLAN SUMMER, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.

FIGURE 115: WORKSHOP SECTION WINTER, 
IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.

FINAL 116: WORKSHOP PLAN WINTER, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.
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sauna bench would be flipped up so that mattresses could go on the bottom bench to 
create comfortable sleeping conditions. (Figures 119 - 120) They also lowered the south 
opaque insulated wall to reveal a glazed area, reducing the heat conservation capacity 
of the room, but allowing for penetration of daylight. This strategy worked so well that 
they decided to apply it to the northern wall of the greenhouse to keep it better insulated 
during the winter.

By now, the people had come to enjoy the company of their neighbours. Wanting to 
share the new space with the other species they opened up the walls to allow friends 
to flow freely. An outdoor kitchen was added and used to feed the neighbourhood and 
there were many nights spent around the fire pit. 

This gave the building the ability to expand and contract with the seasons, mirroring 
the activity of the surrounding flora and fauna. Again, through moveable envelope 
strategies the comfortable usable space changes with the seasons. The newcomers 
added operable walls throughout the design that can be adjusted by the user. (Figure 121 
- 122) The greenhouse space in between the kitchen and the dining room had walls that 
could be lifted up like a garage door. To the south of the kitchen, the windows can slide 
to overlap opening up the space. The mudroom walls could be removed and the living 

FIGURE 119: WINTER SAUNA, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021. FIGURE 120: SUMMER GUEST SPACE, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 
2021. 
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FIGURE 121: SUMMER FLOOR PLAN, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.

[SLIDING PATIO DOORS, IMAGE BY 
THERMO BUILT] 
https://thermobilt.ca/doors/sliding-patio/

[PORTABLE WALLS, IMAGE BY LOS 
ANGELES WALL PARTITIONS, ALUMINUM 
PARTITION AND DEMOUNTABLE 
PARTITIONS] 
https://saturnwallsystems.com/portable-walls/

[RAMMED EARTH, IMAGE BY NAPA 
RECYCLING] 
https://www.pinterest.ca/
pin/196539971215030383/

[SLIDING FOLDING DOOR, IMAGE BY VYOM 
ENTERPRISE] 
https://www.indiamart.com/proddetail/upvc-
outdoor-sliding-folding-door-20300944848.html

[POCKET SLIDING PATIO DOORS, IMAGE 
BY NPLY GEM] 
https://www.plygem.com/windows-doors/
brands/ply-gem/oors/4780-4880-pocket-sliding/
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FIGURE 122: WINTER FLOOR PLAN, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021. 
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room windows could fold together blurring the line between interior space and exterior 
space. All the neighbours came and went that summer as the people provided food, 
shelter and healing. 

As the autumn approached, it was time for the guests to head home and for the 
neighbours to prepare for the cold. The leaves changed color and bears became slow 
and fat. Like its neighbours, some spaces in the house will hibernate for the winter, 
fitting the form to the function. (Figure 122) The garden's vegetables are moved into 
the greenhouse and the well equipped interior kitchen is where food is prepared for 
the winter. The guests are gone so the transformable space is used as a sauna again. 
When the sauna is not in use, this entire wing does not need to be heated to save on 
energy.

Another winter came and went. On a spring morning after breakfast, the people went to 
thank the maple tree for the sugary syrup it had provided just weeks ago, and as they 
chatted, the residents noticed the Maple had buds on its branches. The Maple tree told 
them that the buds would eventually grow into leaves. They asked the Maple how it had 
the energy to grow these new leaves? Wasn’t it exhausted from the long cold winter? 
The maple tree explained that it had stored its left over energy from last summer and 
was now using it to create leaves. Last summer was very successful and there were 
going to be lots of leaves this year. The new residents discovered how critical energy 
is to life. If their home was to become part of this new land, it too needed energy. As 
flowers began to pop up out of the thawing spring ground, the newcomers watched the 
Dandelion. By watching the way the Dandelion follows the sun and utilizes the wind, 
they learned about leveraging cyclic processes to create energy. 

Their project this spring was to build an animal barn. Using the wood they had collected 
over time, this went up relatively quickly, as by now the newcomers were experienced 
builders.To be self-sufficient, they decided that renewable energy should be used. 
From the Skink, they had learned the sun changes angles as the seasons change. 
They used their knowledge of the angles to optimize solar components such as solar 
walls and solar panels. Solar walls will be placed on the south face of the building by 
the greenhouse, on the workshop and by the bedroom. (Figure 123) Solar panels will be 
placed at an adjustable angle, to accommodate summer and winter sun, on the animal 
barn. (Figure 124) All windows will be operable, to allow for cross ventilation. (Figure 125)
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[KEY PLAN, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.] 

FIGURE 123: SOLAR SECTION, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021. [SOLAR WALL, IMAGE BY ROBIN ROGERS. 2011]
https://www.solaripedia.com/713/109/material.html
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[SOLAR PANEL, IMAGE BY TOBOA. 2007]
https://www.toboaenergy.com/product/samlex-adj-28-adjustable-solar-panel-tilt-mount/

[ KEY PLAN, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.]
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[ KEY PLAN, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.]
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[HOPPER WINDOW, IMAGE BY JADA.]
https://jadawindows.com/Products/Swing/Hopper-Window
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FIGURE 125: OPERABLE WINDOWS, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.

FIGURE 124: SOLAR SECTION, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.

CHAPTER 3: 
HOW CAN THE BUILDING, LIKE A LIVING ORGANISM, SUSTAIN LIFE, PRESERVE 
HABITATS AND CONTRIBUTE TO THE REGENERATION OF THE ECOSYSTEM? 

To sustain life and preserve habitats, green roofs (Figure 126) will be added to the 
building, allowing the structure to become an integral piece of nature and give back 
what was removed from the ground when the building was constructed. (Figure 129) 
In addition, the green roofs add insulation in the winter and provide cooling in the 
summer. (Figure 127) The people also wanted to highlight the native vegetation that thrive 
throughout much of the site. (Figure 128) From the butterfly, the people had learned about 
these rare conditions on site that only exist in a handful of locations on Earth, called 
alvars. Alvars have little to no soil, yet plants are able to grow from these limestone 
patches as a result of seasonal extremes from spring and fall flooding to summer 
drought. These green roofs become a node to the alvar conditions, creating life on 
something that typically would not host life. 

FIGURE 127: GREEN ROOF INSULATION LAYERS, IMAGE 
BY IKO. 2019. 

FIGURE 128: GREEN ROOF, IMAGE BY AHMET B.BESIR. 
2017.

FIGURE 126: GREENROOF AXO, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.
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FIGURE 129: GREENROOF, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.
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As the spring turned to summer and the weather improved, the people would work from 
sun up to sun down on their house. 

Often they would get very thirsty from all their work and go to the creek for water. 
Listening to the sounds of the water running, they would often wonder where it was off 
to. The people knew that water is the Earth's pulse. This is not only where the beaver 
lives but where all the animals gather; the deer and the moose drink here and the king 
fisher and the eagle hunt here. The neighbors were more than willing to share water 
with the people but would not appreciate it if the water were returned dirty. The residents 
were sensitive to some bacteria in the water, so it was collected, then pumped through a 
filter that the new residents brought with them. (Figure 130) These tools apply chemistry 
in the water to make it usable for the newcomers. They spent the next couple of days 
making natural soap and detergent, using benign products that would not damage the 
creek. The grey and black water is pumped through another filter and sent to a marshy 
area filtered through the cattails, which soak up pollutants to help clean the water before 
it enters back into the creek. This creates a positive feedback loop. 

By the time early September came. The newcomers learned to incorporate diversity; 
they had learned that the designer's process must allow for a developed understanding 

BELOW GRADE
CISTREN BELOW 

GRADE 
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WATER
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FIGURE 130: NORTH - SOUTH SECTION - WATER, 
IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021  

[MARSH, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2020] [MARSH, IMAGE BY WATER PUMP 
DIRECT.] 
https://www.waterpumpsdirect.com/Honda-
WH15-Water-Pump/p6629.html

[ACCESS POINT, IMAGE BY WSDH.] 
https://www.doh.wa.gov/
CommunityandEnvironment/
WastewaterManagement/SepticSystem/
LidSafety

of the beauty of the site, which can then be captured in a building. Over their time 
building their new home and speaking with all their neighbors, the residents learned that 
this land is ever changing and adapting. They must learn to think quickly on their feet 
and to never forget to maintain integrity through self-renewal. For this, they used 
the large decks, where they can come to look out over the marsh and enjoy the simple 
pleasures of life. The building was complete for now, but in the years to come it will 
continue to change and evolve with the environment. 

When all was said and done, before the winter came, the residents welcomed all their 
new neighbours into their home. As they were giving the Beaver a tour of their space 
the beaver felt proud that the newcomers had learned to build so well. He was happy 
that, like his dams, which constantly change with the water levels, the house was able 
to use multi-functioning design to adapt to the ever-changing environment. Together 
they ate dinner and then sat drinking coffee looking out over the marsh. As the sun 
began to set, it was time for the Beaver to head home. As the Beaver swam back to 
its lodge it thought about the new neighbours and how nice it was to share this land 
with them. The newcomers tended to the land and the land provided for them. Through 
adaptive envelope strategies, programmatic elements and learning through time they 
become in sync with the events that are occurring on site. 

[WATER FILTER, IMAGE BY AMAZON. 
2013] 
https://www.amazon.ca/Aquasana-EQ-
1000-AMZN-Filtration-10-Year-Million-
gallon/dp/B00XAJJVHQ

[SINK, IMAGE BY GARY SPRAGUE. 
2018] 
https://homeguides.sfgate.com/
causes-slow-water-stream-bathroom-
faucet-90370.html

[IRRIGATION, IMAGE BY AMY GRANT. 
2020] 
https://www.gardeningknowhow.com/
garden-how-to/watering/installing-an-
irrigation-system.htm

[KEY PLAN, IMAGE BY AUTHOR. 2021.]
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To reiterate once more the quote by Davidson-Hunt and Berkes; “Truth resides within 
the beings of the land itself [...] Truth cannot be discovered but is ‘revealed’ as part of a 
person’s development within a web of relationships of a place.” The design and layout 
of this dwelling was brought about by the experiences of the users, each interaction 
bringing about a different lesson. Yet if the experiences of the user were altered in 
some way, the final building results would be different. For example; if the users had not 
noticed the radiating pattern of the growing flower petals, but had spoken to the moss 
the building may be much more compact, as moss grows in bundles to keep warm and 
share nutrients. If they would not have heard the cedar explaining that their building 
might be made from more clay rather than wood, they might not have created organic 
shapes for the fireplace of the kitchen roof.
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CONCLUSION
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05 CONCLUSION 
This thesis set out to determine how to design a 'living' adaptive dwelling space 
that creates a dynamic architectural ecosystem where the users are 'symbiotic' 
participants.To answer this question, we have turned to the natural world, as nature 
has provided us with almost 4 billions years of evolutionary strategies. More specifically, 
the thesis has turned towards the plants, which are resilient and beautiful and can 
teach us how to live in harmony with the rest of the ecosystem. Plants have developed 
strategies to adapt to the ever-changing environmental conditions, from the simple 
to the extremely complex strategy. Unlike buildings, plants are dynamic and rely on 
mutualistic relationships with the land and other living beings. They thus offer a great 
insight on how to adapt to the environment and work in synergy with the rest of nature, 
offering some great inspiration to designers. As architects, it is essential that we study 
the knowledge that nature has provided for us to create sustainable, resilient, and 
regenerative buildings, positively contributing to the ecosystem.

The thesis's theoretical framework provides the knowledge necessary to answer 
the thesis question and guide the design of the Adaptive Dwelling. Firstly, it focused 
on the theory of biomimicry, meaning "imitation of the living". This approach studies 
nature's lessons and attempts to imitate these strategies to generate better materials, 
technologies, systems, etc.1 Biomimicry brings together two often disconnected worlds: 
nature and technology, biology and innovation, life and design.2 However, this approach 
is criticized for focusing too much on the development of technologies.3 The theoretical 
framework thus turned to "ecomimicry", a manifestly more environmental practice 
when it comes to learning from nature. Studying ecomimicry's principles has led to the 
prioritization of low-tech, robust, and easy to understand strategies to guide the design 
of the Adaptive Dwelling. It is believed that ecomimicry, rather than biomimicry, can lead 
to the creation of a space that benefits the surrounding environment, recognizing the 
overall cycles of the site and how they interact with one another. 

The thesis then turned to the actual study of local plant adaptation strategies in the 
hopes of further determining the best possible architectural strategies to design the 
Adaptive Dwelling, responding to the ever-changing environmental conditions, such 
as the time of day, weather and seasons. The goal was not to directly copy nature, but 
to develop a dynamic architecture that is inspired by the principles of plant adaptions 
strategies, more specifically by studying deciduous trees and flowers such as the 
crocus. Additionally, the mutualistic relationships between these various plants, and 
other biotic components, such as butterflies, were examined to further guide the design, 
to develop an architectural ecosystem where the users, the building and the site work 

1 “What Is Biomimicry? Definition and Examples of Biomimicry.” Youmatter, February 13, 2020. https://youmatter.world/en/
definition/definitions-what-is-biomimicry-definition-examples/. 
2 Dayna Baumeister, Rose Tocke, Jamie Dwyer, Sherry Ritter, and Janine M. Benyus. Biomimicry: Resource Handbook: a 
Seed Bank of Best Practices. Missoula, MT: Biomimicry 3.8, 2014. 5.
3 A. Marshall, and S. Lozeva. “Questioning the Theory and Practice of Biomimicry.” International Journal of Design & Nature 
and Ecodynamics 4, no. 1 (2009): 1–10. https://doi.org/10.2495/dne-v4-n1-1-10. 3.

in synergy. To create a successful ecosystem, all organisms depend on the other 
organisms - this is the cycle of life - and by creating a connection between the human 
world and the natural world the conditions for life are created.

Finally, the theoretical framework explored the field of adaptive architecture, from the 
vernacular architecture of the past to the contemporary adaptive architecture, proposing 
high-tech intelligent skins. This approach offers some guidance on how buildings can 
adapt to changing conditions, promising increased energy-efficiency. However, as 
we learned, the complex smart skins systems have limitations, not always providing.
the expected benefits, and in some cases creating unexpected problems, such as 
reduced comfort and well-being. Consequently, this has reinforced our position on the 
importance of prioritizing simple, robust, low-tech adaptive solutions for the Adaptive 
Dwelling project.

Based on everything that has been learned at this point, a single-family Adaptive 
Dwelling on a remote natural site in an ecotone region in Eastern Ontario was designed. 
The Adaptive Dwelling could be built in phases through time, as the users settle in 
and get to know the ecosystem and adjust their design accordingly. This building was 
designed to live in harmony with the natural cycles of the site and challenges the current 
ideals of comfort, as the users must actively participate in the regulation of their own 
environment, thanks to low-tech adaptive architecture solutions. Examples of these 
solutions include adjustable shutters than can change the building's colour according 
to the seasons and needs for solar radiation, removable wall components to create 
unheated enclosed spaces in winter (such as a mudroom or a greenspace), flippable 
walls that can insulate a glazed wall or open it totally for passive solar gains, sliding 
nested components that can increase or reduce the building area of unheated wings 
such as the storage/workshop space, etc.

It has been discovered that designers are able to create a living adaptive space by 
knowing the land, turning to low-tech solutions, and encouraging occupants to be 
active participants in nature by focusing on the local plant adaptation strategies, such 
as the leaf abscission, thermonasty flowers or a radiating growth strategy. When these 
adaptation strategies are transformed into architectural solutions, a building is created 
that is dynamic, adaptable and fosters a connection between the user and the site. The 
architecture then becomes its own ecosystem in which the user becomes an active 
participant.  

As the project continues to adapt and change over time, other elements could also be 
implemented to push the project further. For example, the concept of Biophilia, meaning 
love of life, could be looked at to even further bringing the natural world into the 
building.4 The space could utilize natural materials and light to push even further interior 
environmental features elements such as living walls and plants, further increasing the 
connection between humans and the natural world within the architecture.

4 Vidovich, Emily, and Maria McCain . “Bringing the Outdoors In: The Benefits of Biophilia.” NRDC, June 25, 2020. https://
www.nrdc.org/experts/maria-mccain/bringing-outdoors-benefits-biophilia.
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